
Rejected (Shadow Beast Shifters Book 1)

Author: Jaymin Eve

#1 in the entire Kindle Store.

A new paranormal romance from Wall Street Journal and USA Today bestseller Jaymin Eve.

My father made a terrible mistake. One I’m left paying for.

As a wolf shifter growing up in a strong pack, I should be living my best life. But after my father tried to kill our leader, I’m labelled an outcast, traitor, less than dirt.

When I can't take pack life any longer, I run, but apparently they don't like losing their punching bag. Torin, the leader’s son, drags me back before my first shift...

a shift that will reveal my true mate. I never could have predicted who mine would be, but the moment my wolf looks upon him, I’m filled with hope for a brighter

future.

Afterall, no one ever rejects their true mate, right?

Wrong. Very wrong.

When the wolves attack, my soul screams for vengeance, and somehow I touch the shadow world. Somehow I bring him to our lands.

The Shadow Beast. Our shifter god. The devil himself.

Turns out being rejected by my mate was only the beginning.

*If you like sexy, dark paranormal romances, with humor, steam, action, a tough heroine and an antihero, this is for you.

Rejected is full length (100k) words, is book one in Shadow Beast Shifters series, and ends on a cliffhanger. It's recommended for 18+ due to language and

sexual situations.

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone

Author: J.K. Rowling

Turning the envelope over, his hand trembling, Harry saw a purple wax seal bearing a coat of arms; a lion, an eagle, a badger and a snake surrounding a large

letter 'H'.

Harry Potter has never even heard of Hogwarts when the letters start dropping on the doormat at number four, Privet Drive. Addressed in green ink on yellowish

parchment with a purple seal, they are swiftly confiscated by his grisly aunt and uncle. Then, on Harry's eleventh birthday, a great beetle-eyed giant of a man

called Rubeus Hagrid bursts in with some astonishing news: Harry Potter is a wizard, and he has a place at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. An

incredible adventure is about to begin!

Royal-Kagan: Shifter World Anthology

Author: Nancy Corrigan

"Do yourself a favor - read the many books in the Shifter World starting with Treasured Find. You'll love these interlinking stories in this amazing

world."

Over 3500 pages of satisfying shifter romance!

Stories included:

Treasured Find:

• "steamy, magical series..." Donna Grant, USA Today and NY Times bestselling author.

• "If you like/love Lora Leigh's Breeds novels, you will like/love this series as well."

• "If you like stories from Christine Feehan's Dark/Carpathian or Ghostwalker series, you'll really enjoy it. It reminds me of that style of writing but with Ms.

Corrigan's own flare to it."

Beautiful Mistake:

• "This is an epically awesome dose of shifter love."



• "The chemistry between Devin and Lena is blistering...very well written with a very distinctive plot."

• "Well written scenes paint vivid images that make it easy for the reader to become immersed in the story."

Favorite Obsession:

• "These shifters differ from others that I've read in the past, it makes for some awesome reading."

• "I would highly recommend this book/series to everyone!"

• "This was a jaw dropper!"

Chance on Love:

• "It has a great storyline. I can't wait for more from this author."

• "hot sexy eye candy...I'm so glad I was introduced to this series."

• "A wonderful new take on shifters

Rejected Mate (Bridged by Love):

• "Nancy's take on shifters is totally different and a joy to read."

• "Their story is full of emotion. It carries everything from love, betrayal, family, lies, lust, honor, deceit, and loyalty."

• "This was a really good book."

Shared Mate (Shared for Love):

• "Another stellar tale from a stellar author."

• "Different yet intriguing look into a three person relationship."

• "Ethan, Hanna and Noah's story was beyond just beautiful it was just plain hot"

• "Ms. Corrigan has crafted a compelling read set in an exciting and evocative world."

Last Chance:

• "I so recommend this series, it is going to be one of my favorite series and its on my re-read list."

• "This was one very hot read!"

• "This book and this series is SO good!"

• "I loved the action and adventure in the book."

Forbidden Mate:

• "Political intrigue, original shifter world...A captivating read which I highly recommend."

• "This is a great new book in the Shifter World Series-It is a hot addicting read!"

• "I thoroughly enjoyed this story as it has a bit of everything I love while being well put together and a page turner."

• "Oh my! This author has done it again.""

This book contains the Mainstream Fiction versions of RAFE, DEVIN, JOSH, SEAN, NIC, ETHAN, XANDER, and ANTON by Dana Archer, the closed door pen

name of Nancy Corrigan.

—————————

Nancy's Note: Escape reality with the Royal Alexander pride and their friends and immerse yourself in a bewitching saga where you'll find:

• NO CLIFFHANGERS!



• NO CHEATING!

• Guaranteed happily ever after

• The bedroom door is always left open

• Loving, loyal, and confident men

• Strong, dedicated, and smart women

• Unbreakable family ties between brothers, sisters, pride, clan and pack mates

• Danger, action, adventure, and suspense

• Page-turning thrilling story that will leave you reading late into the night

• Fairy tale romance

• Otherworld creatures from Norse and Gaelic Mythology

• Everlasting love

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets

Author: J.K. Rowling

'There is a plot, Harry Potter. A plot to make most terrible things happen at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry this year.'

Harry Potter's summer has included the worst birthday ever, doomy warnings from a house-elf called Dobby, and rescue from the Dursleys by his friend Ron

Weasley in a magical flying car! Back at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry for his second year, Harry hears strange whispers echo through empty

corridors - and then the attacks start. Students are found as though turned to stone... Dobby's sinister predictions seem to be coming true.

The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue

Author: V. E. Schwab

AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

USA TODAY BESTSELLER

NATIONAL INDIE BESTSELLER

THE WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER

#1 Indie Next Pick—October 2020

Recommended by Entertainment Weekly, Real Simple, NPR, Slate, and Oprah Magazine

#1 Library Reads Pick—October 2020

BOOK OF THE YEAR (2020) FINALIST—Book of The Month Club

A “Best Of” Book From: Oprah Mag * CNN * Amazon * Amazon Editors * NPR * Goodreads * Bustle * PopSugar * BuzzFeed * Barnes & Noble * Kirkus

Reviews * Lambda Literary * Nerdette * The Nerd Daily * Polygon * Library Reads * io9 * Smart Bitches Trashy Books * LiteraryHub * Medium *

BookBub * The Mary Sue * Chicago Tribune * NY Daily News * SyFy Wire * Powells.com * Bookish * Book Riot * Library Reads Voter Favorite *

In the vein of The Time Traveler’s Wife and Life After Life, The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue is New York Times bestselling author V. E. Schwab’s

genre-defying tour de force.

A Life No One Will Remember. A Story You Will Never Forget.

France, 1714: in a moment of desperation, a young woman makes a Faustian bargain to live forever—and is cursed to be forgotten by everyone she meets.

Thus begins the extraordinary life of Addie LaRue, and a dazzling adventure that will play out across centuries and continents, across history and art, as a young

woman learns how far she will go to leave her mark on the world.

But everything changes when, after nearly 300 years, Addie stumbles across a young man in a hidden bookstore and he remembers her name.

At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Dragon Heart: Land of Pain. LitRPG Wuxia Series: Book 9

Author: Kirill Klevanski

Best Seller 

#1 in Asian Myth& Legend eBooks 

#1 Fantasy Adventure Fiction 

#1 Dark Fantasy Horror



#1 Dyspopian Science Fiction 

#1 Superhero Science Fiction 

 

 

His name is Hadjar Darkhan, and he still follows the call of his dragon heart. 

 

The War Games ended a few months ago, and the various generals of Darnassus, led by the Emperor, realized that just the disciples of the best

martial arts Schools and even the smaller, lesser schools wouldn’t be able to strengthen the Darnassian Army enough to prepare it for what was

coming. A war was on the horizon, and every weapon would matter, so losing even the most inexperienced warriors was an unthinkable prospect. 

 

The Empire had never prepared for battle on such a massive scale before. They’d gathered tens of thousands of Spirit Knights and hundreds of

thousands of Heaven Soldiers in just a short time. But would that be enough to combat the countless hordes of the enemy? Or were these just the

death throes of a once vast Empire? 

 

Hadjar, whether he wanted to or not, would be part of this upcoming war. Moreover, his role might end up being far more significant than he’d

originally assumed. 

Before a decisive battle begins, he must plunge into a maelstrom of war preparations, which doesn’t bode well for him… 

 

********************************* 

"Dragon Heart" is one of the top-rated Wuxia LitRPG novels in Russia. 

 

The author has been writing the story for only two and a half years, however, it already has 1500 chapters spanning 18 books. The whole story is planned out and

will have over 2000 chapters and 20 books. 

 

The Russian version has been read over 30,000,000 times. 

 

This story has made Mr. Klevanski the #1 author on the 4 biggest self-publishing sites in Russia. 

From December of 2018 till now, "Dragon Heart" was being translated into English and published chapter by chapter on several American sites. 

 

Within a month, the story became popular with foreign readers and caused quite a stir. 

On Royal Road, it was holding the top spot in trending fictions and gathered more than 2000 followers. 

On Creative Novels, it's being followed by over 1500 readers. 

Webnovel received the book warmly and the readers are eagerly waiting for new chapters. 

I hope you'll like the story, too. 

 

#wuxia #reincarnation #adventure #matrial_arts #litrpg elements

Long, Hot, Witchy Summer (A Moonstone Bay Cozy Mystery Book 7)

Author: Amanda M. Lee

Life couldn’t be going much better for Hadley Hunter. She’s living the dream on Moonstone Bay with her boyfriend Galen Blackwood, plotting her next move as a

witch for hire, and basically basking in happiness.

That all changes when a summer afternoon on the beach turns into a nightmare, an odd creature from the depths of the ocean surfacing and attacking Hadley on

the beach. Her friend Lilac, a demon with a few issues, fights it off but it escapes … and becomes a problem for an island that bases its entire economy on

tourism.

The all-powerful DDA isn’t happy. Lilac’s hair refuses to stop glowing red. Booker is struggling to help all his friends. Essentially, things turn messy quickly.

On top of that, Hadley’s father drops in out of nowhere and demands she return home. He’s not happy with what he hears about the island and decides it’s too

dangerous for her to say. Hadley, of course, has other ideas and is determined to bring her father around to her way of thinking.

Between monsters popping up out of nowhere and her father’s inability to stop freaking out, Hadley has her hands full. The monsters keep popping up in the

oddest places, and always their attention is on Hadley.

Monsters are nothing new for Hadley but the ones attacking now seem to be different. It’s up to Moonstone Bay’s newest witch and her motley crew of

paranormal colleagues to solve a mystery and save the day. Again.

They just have to survive to do it.

Lost Bonds (Binding Words Book 6)

Author: Daniel Schinhofen

After tightening the Bonds with his friends, Sean worked toward new things and trying to fix past mistakes. He and his growing family had just moved into a new 

home and hired on new staff for day-to-day matters. All he wanted to do was craft and love his wives, and it seemed like the peaceful life he hoped for might be 

within his reach. 

 

Denmur and Lord Sharpeyes would not let that happen. Using their connections, they put into motion a chain of events that would reverberate across the city of 

Hearthglen. Sean was called to attend the Lord’s party— he came, bringing all of his family and friends with him. 



Both sides were surprised by events as they unfolded, and it quickly became apparent that conflict would not be denied. With the Einherjar, a Valkyrie, and an old

foe, Velin Dykstra, backing them up, Evan Sharpeyes and Klein Denmur challenged Sean to trial by combat. 

 

Exhausted and with depleted energy, Sean still led his wives onto the field of battle. The fight was bloody and taxing, but in the end, Sean struck down Evan

Sharpeyes before collapsing. With his eyesight fading, Sean looked at his wives, but only saw a few female-like figures rushing toward him. The last sound he

heard was a great many wings converging on him, and his mind drifted to thoughts of Morrigan... 

 

Word of Sean’s victory spread throughout the city, but none could say whether he had survived to enjoy it. 

 

 

(This work contains adult situations that some might find offensive, the least of which is graphic sex. This book is about an Overpowered MC, and contains a

harem. You’ve been warned.) 

Sin & Chocolate (Demigods of San Francisco Book 1)

Author: K.F. Breene

Some people are ordained for greatness…

Those people usually have a lot of drama in their life. Drama I happily do without. I live in a forgotten corner of nowhere for a reason: there is safety in anonymity.

I have enough problems just trying to get by.

But when Kieran, a sinfully sexy demigod at the pinnacle of power, crashes into my life, suddenly my whole world is turned upside down.

He’s harboring a deadly secret, one that could destroy all he holds dear. He thinks I’m the key to his salvation, and he wants me to help him claim vengeance.

He also wants me with a passion that burns my body from the inside out.

To ignore him is impossible, but to give in to my desires, even for a night, would thrust me into danger I might not survive.

Can I resist the temptation?

The Prince and the Troll (Faraway collection)

Author: Rainbow Rowell

A charming everyman and a mysterious something-under-the-bridge cross paths in a short fairy tale by the number one New York Times bestselling author of

Eleanor & Park and the Simon Snow series.

It’s fate when a man accidentally drops his phone off the bridge. It’s fortune when it’s retrieved by a friendly shape sloshing in the muck underneath. From that

day forward, as they share a coffee every morning, an unlikely friendship blooms. Considering the reality for the man above, where life seems perfect, and that of

the sharp-witted creature below, how forever after can a happy ending be?

The Prince and the Troll is part of Faraway, a collection of retold fairy tales that take the happily-ever-after in daring new directions. Whether read or listened to in

one sitting, prepare to be charmed, moved, enlightened, and frightened all over again.

A Deal with the Elf King (Married to Magic)

Author: Elise Kova

Perfect for fans of A Court of Thorns and Roses and Uprooted, this stand-alone, fantasy romance about a human girl and her marriage to the Elf King

is impossible to put down!

The elves come for two things: war and wives. In both cases, they come for death.

Three-thousand years ago, humans were hunted by powerful races with wild magic until the treaty was formed. Now, for centuries, the elves have taken a young

woman from Luella's village to be their Human Queen.

To be chosen is seen as a mark of death by the townsfolk. A mark nineteen-year-old Luella is grateful to have escaped as a girl. Instead, she's dedicated her life

to studying herbology and becoming the town's only healer.

That is, until the Elf King unexpectedly arrives... for her.



Everything Luella had thought she'd known about her life, and herself, was a lie. Taken to a land filled with wild magic, Luella is forced to be the new queen to a

cold yet blisteringly handsome Elf King. Once there, she learns about a dying world that only she can save.

The magical land of Midscape pulls on one corner of her heart, her home and people tug on another... but what will truly break her is a passion she never wanted.

A Deal with the Elf King is a complete, *stand-alone novel*, inspired by the tales of Hades and Persephone, as well as Beauty and the Beast, with a

"happily ever after" ending. It's perfect for fantasy romance fans looking for just the right amount of steam and their next slow-burn and

swoon-worthy couple.

Outlawed

Author: Anna North

A REESE'S BOOK CLUB PICK

A BELLETRIST BOOK CLUB PICK

"A masterpiece." - R.O. Kwon

The Crucible meets True Grit in this riveting adventure story of a fugitive girl, a mysterious gang of robbers, and their dangerous mission to transform

the Wild West.

In the year of our Lord 1894, I became an outlaw.

The day of her wedding, 17 year old Ada's life looks good; she loves her husband, and she loves working as an apprentice to her mother, a respected midwife.

But after a year of marriage and no pregnancy, in a town where barren women are routinely hanged as witches, her survival depends on leaving behind

everything she knows.

She joins up with the notorious Hole in the Wall Gang, a band of outlaws led by a preacher-turned-robber known to all as the Kid. Charismatic, grandiose, and

mercurial, the Kid is determined to create a safe haven for outcast women. But to make this dream a reality, the Gang hatches a treacherous plan that may get

them all killed. And Ada must decide whether she's willing to risk her life for the possibility of a new kind of future for them all.

Featuring an irresistibly no-nonsense, courageous, and determined heroine, Outlawed dusts off the myth of the old West and reignites the glimmering promise of

the frontier with an entirely new set of feminist stakes. Anna North has crafted a pulse-racing, page-turning saga about the search for hope in the wake of death,

and for truth in a climate of small-mindedness and fear.

Rhythm of War: Book Four of The Stormlight Archive

Author: Brandon Sanderson

The Stormlight Archive saga continues in Rhythm of War, the eagerly awaited sequel to Brandon Sanderson's #1 New York Times bestselling 

Oathbringer, from an epic fantasy writer at the top of his game. 

 

After forming a coalition of human resistance against the enemy invasion, Dalinar Kholin and his Knights Radiant have spent a year fighting a protracted, brutal 

war. Neither side has gained an advantage, and the threat of a betrayal by Dalinar's crafty ally Taravangian looms over every strategic move. 

 

Now, as new technological discoveries by Navani Kholin's scholars begin to change the face of the war, the enemy prepares a bold and dangerous operation. 

The arms race that follows will challenge the very core of the Radiant ideals, and potentially reveal the secrets of the ancient tower that was once the heart of 

their strength. 

 

At the same time that Kaladin Stormblessed must come to grips with his changing role within the Knights Radiant, his Windrunners face their own problem: As 

more and more deadly enemy Fused awaken to wage war, no more honorspren are willing to bond with humans to increase the number of Radiants. Adolin and 

Shallan must lead the coalition's envoy to the honorspren stronghold of Lasting Integrity and either convince the spren to join the cause against the evil god 

Odium, or personally face the storm of failure. 

 

Other books by Brandon Sanderson 

 

The Cosmere 

 

The Stormlight Archive 

The Way of Kings 

Words of Radiance 

Edgedancer (Novella) 

Oathbringer 

 

The Mistborn trilogy



Mistborn: The Final Empire 

The Well of Ascension 

The Hero of Ages 

 

Mistborn: The Wax and Wayne series 

Alloy of Law 

Shadows of Self 

Bands of Mourning 

 

Collection 

Arcanum Unbounded 

 

Other Cosmere novels 

Elantris 

Warbreaker 

 

Other books by Brandon Sanderson 

The Reckoners 

Steelheart 

Firefight 

Calamity

Reclaimed (Shadow Beast Shifters Book 2)

Author: Jaymin Eve

They all made a terrible mistake. One they will pay for.

For the past ten years I’ve been a victim. A victim to my pack. A victim to my true mate, who rejected me in the most brutal of ways. And a victim to Shadow

Beast, who used me for his own gains.

Or did he?

The beast of mystery never reveals his whole hand, but one thing is for sure… in my time with him, I've changed. Now I will no longer walk the path dictated by

the powerful men in my life. Never again will I let my strength be taken from me.

I must evolve or die.

And we all know, with a choice like that, there’s really only one answer.

* Reclaimed is book 2 of 3 in the Shadow Beast Shifters series, and ends on a cliffhanger. If you like sexy, dark paranormal romances, with humor, steam, action,

a tough heroine and an antihero, this is for you.

It's full length (100k) words and is recommended for 18+ due to language and sexual situations.

Spellbreaker

Author: Charlie N. Holmberg

A world of enchanted injustice needs a disenchanting woman in an all-new fantasy series by the Wall Street Journal bestselling author of The Paper

Magician.

The orphaned Elsie Camden learned as a girl that there were two kinds of wizards in the world: those who pay for the power to cast spells and those, like her,

born with the ability to break them. But as an unlicensed magic user, her gift is a crime. Commissioned by an underground group known as the Cowls, Elsie uses

her spellbreaking to push back against the aristocrats and help the common man. She always did love the tale of Robin Hood.

Elite magic user Bacchus Kelsey is one elusive spell away from his mastership when he catches Elsie breaking an enchantment. To protect her secret, Elsie

strikes a bargain. She’ll help Bacchus fix unruly spells around his estate if he doesn’t turn her in. Working together, Elsie’s trust in—and fondness for—the

handsome stranger grows. So does her trepidation about the rise in the murders of wizards and the theft of the spellbooks their bodies leave behind.

For a rogue spellbreaker like Elsie, there’s so much to learn about her powers, her family, the intriguing Bacchus, and the untold dangers shadowing every step of

a journey she’s destined to complete. But will she uncover the mystery before it’s too late to save everything she loves?

Dark Legacy (House of Winterborne Book 1)



Author: Luanne Bennett

Immortals, vampires, and love collide!

When Morgan Winterborne is named head of her immortal clan after her mother’s sudden death, she hardly expects to be thrown into a game of cat and mouse

with her own uncle. Or a mysterious man from her mother’s past who stalks her and may hold the key to why her mother walked into the ocean and never

resurfaced from the cold water.

Owners of a famous auction house in New York City, the Winterbornes run a respected business by day and hunt evil by night. They’re servants of the gods

tasked with ridding the city of vampires. But when an ancient box arrives at the auction house, Morgan will slowly uncover details about her mother’s past that

could destroy her.

Years shy of reaching her true immortality and still discovering her talents as a rare witch like her mother, Morgan is a threat to those who want her out of power.

When the council Elders accuse her of a high crime, she escapes the clan and sets out to prove her innocence. With the help of an immortal crow and a shifter

she’s accused of aiding and abetting—a man she can’t fight her attraction for—she’ll unravel the true legacy of the Winterborne women and fight to take back her

throne.

Dark Legacy is the first book in the exciting House of Winterborne trilogy.

The Awakening: The Dragon Heart Legacy, Book 1

Author: Nora Roberts

#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts begins a new trilogy of adventure, romance, and magick in The Awakening.

In the realm of Talamh, a teenage warrior named Keegan emerges from a lake holding a sword—representing both power and the terrifying responsibility to

protect the Fey. In another realm known as Philadelphia, a young woman has just discovered she possesses a treasure of her own…

When Breen Kelly was a girl, her father would tell her stories of magical places. Now she’s an anxious twentysomething mired in student debt and working a job

she hates. But one day she stumbles upon a shocking discovery: her mother has been hiding an investment account in her name. It has been funded by her

long-lost father—and it’s worth nearly four million dollars.

This newfound fortune would be life-changing for anyone. But little does Breen know that when she uses some of the money to journey to Ireland, it will unlock

mysteries she couldn’t have imagined. Here, she will begin to understand why she kept seeing that silver-haired, elusive man, why she imagined his voice in her

head saying Come home, Breen Siobhan. It’s time you came home. Why she dreamed of dragons. And where her true destiny lies—through a portal in Galway

that takes her to a land of faeries and mermaids, to a man named Keegan, and to the courage in her own heart that will guide her through a powerful, dangerous

destiny…

Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban

Author: J.K. Rowling

'Welcome to the Knight Bus, emergency transport for the stranded witch or wizard. Just stick out your wand hand, step on board and we can take you anywhere

you want to go.'

When the Knight Bus crashes through the darkness and screeches to a halt in front of him, it's the start of another far from ordinary year at Hogwarts for Harry

Potter. Sirius Black, escaped mass-murderer and follower of Lord Voldemort, is on the run - and they say he is coming after Harry. In his first ever Divination

class, Professor Trelawney sees an omen of death in Harry's tea leaves... But perhaps most terrifying of all are the Dementors patrolling the school grounds, with

their soul-sucking kiss...

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire

Author: J.K. Rowling

'There will be three tasks, spaced throughout the school year, and they will test the champions in many different ways ... their magical prowess - their daring -

their powers of deduction - and, of course, their ability to cope with danger.'

The Triwizard Tournament is to be held at Hogwarts. Only wizards who are over seventeen are allowed to enter - but that doesn't stop Harry dreaming that he will

win the competition. Then at Hallowe'en, when the Goblet of Fire makes its selection, Harry is amazed to find his name is one of those that the magical cup picks

out. He will face death-defying tasks, dragons and Dark wizards, but with the help of his best friends, Ron and Hermione, he might just make it through - alive!



Midlife Bounty Hunter: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Novel (The Forty Proof Series Book 1)

Author: Shannon Mayer

When divorce comes your way, don't let the ex get you down. Get ready for a whole new laugh-out-loud adventure. Because life is just beginning . . .

as a midlife bounty hunter of the supernatural!

# 1 in Women's Fantasy Fiction!

#1 in Fantasy & Futuristic Romance

# 1 New releases Werewolf and Shifter Romance

One day I’m married, living in Seattle, and magic isn’t real.

The next, I’m divorced and living in the guest room of my ex’s hotter- than-sin cousin’s place in Savannah . . . and talking to an animated skeleton named Robert.

I have to admit, Robert isn’t my worst date.

At forty-one, I didn’t think I’d be starting over. But I’ll be damned if my ex thinks I’m down and out because he pulled a fast one on me.

When a job comes my way that offers me a chance to use my childhood training in the shadow world, I take it—I need the money more than I care about my

sanity.

It’s dangerous.

I have to embrace the magic and dark of my past.

And I need Advil to keep me going.

But those who’d hold me back better sit up and take notice, because a new woman is in town, and she’s not about to be counted out by anyone.

Even if she does groan when she rolls out of bed in the morning.

Looking for more books in this HOT FLASH of a new genre? Check out these books available NOW:

Christine Gael "Writing Wrongs"

Denise Grover Swank "Let it all Burn"

KF Breene "Magical Midlife Madness"

Eve Langlais "Halfway There"

Robyn Peterman "It's a Wonderful Midlife Crisis"

Jana DeLeon "Wrong Side of Forty"

Deanna Chase "Witching For Grace"

Kristen Painter "Sucks to be Me"

Elizabeth Hunter "Suddenly Psychic"

Michelle M Pillow "Second Chance Magic"

Mandy M Roth "Cloudy With a Chance of Witchcraft"

Darynda Jones "Betwixt"

The Unseen Heir (Legends of Abreia Book 2)

Author: Kenley Davidson

Against all odds, Leisa has returned home to Farhall with news of Garimore’s treachery.

But her reception is far from the hero’s welcome she imagined. Instead, she finds herself a prisoner—to the growing fears and suspicions of a man she once

considered a father.

To escape, she must forsake everything she once believed in, and leave behind all hope of answers about her past. But if she stays, it means betraying the

fragile trust of the man who saved her life in Garimore.

Torn between her duty and her debt, Leisa is forced to flee with Kyrion, leaving behind the only home she can remember for the uncertain sanctuary of

Dunmaren—Kingdom of Shadows, home of the night elves. There Leisa must confront her growing feelings for Kyrion, her fear of her own power, and the hostility

of a people on the brink of war.

When dire news arrives from Farhall, both Leisa and Kyrion must decide where their ultimate loyalties lie. Can Kyrion find a path to peace that does not require

him to give up the only woman he has ever loved? Or will Leisa have no choice but to save the kingdom she still loves at the cost of her own heart?

If you love adventure, mystery, and slow-burn enemies-to-lovers romance, discover the Legends of Abreia, a new romantic fantasy series for fans of Sylvia

Mercedes, Miranda Honfleur and Shari L. Tapscott!



Pillaged: A Sci-Fi Alien Warrior Romance (Raider Warlords of the Vandar Book 3)

Author: Tana Stone

I was promised against my will to an imperial general. . .so I escaped. Right into the arms of an even more ruthless Vandar warlord.

I’d thought things had been bad when I’d been ordered to marry the repulsive Zagrath general. But then I’d been captured by the empire’s most deadly

enemy--the Vandar raiders. With their battle kilts and tails, the raiders are known for being fierce warriors who never take prisoners. Until now.

The fear I feel when I'm taken by the menacing Vandar warlord is confirmed when I discover why he treats me like an honored guest. Taking the general’s bride is

one thing, but to strike the most personal blow the Vandar must claim me as his, taking me to his bed until his mating marks appear on my skin and mark me as

his true mate.

But he has no intention of forcing me. He wants to make a deal—become his willingly and I will get what I’ve always wanted—my freedom from a loveless,

arranged marriage. Can I agree to a deal with the darkly dominant warlord who stokes both my fear and desire? Even if being claimed by the Vandar is only

revenge for him and freedom for me, will my heart remain untouched as he pillages my body? And will the general give me up so easily, or will he come for both

of us with all the firepower of the empire?

Pillaged is a full-length sci-fi romance novel with an HEA and no cheating. It features steamy scenes on a raider warship, alien horde space battles, and some

serious heat.

If you like dominant and dangerous alien warriors, alien abduction to seduction, and marriage of convenience romance, you’ll love Pillaged, the third book in Tana

Stone’s sci-fi romance Raider Warlords of the Vandar series. Each book can be read as a standalone.

Rockstar Dragon's Bride (Irish Dragon Shifter Brothers Book 7)

Author: Brittany White

Can a dragon shifter help heal his mate’s broken heart -- with the promise of a fake wedding? 

 

The Pretend Bride 

At twenty-two I had everything I dreamed of. 

Generous parents, a dedicated fiance, and an upcoming wedding in Las Vegas. 

For the icing on the cake, my parents paid to have Garrett Hudson, a gorgeous rock star, sing for my bachelorette party. 

Vegas was supposed to be fun; a way to relax before I got married. 

But the fun ended when I walked in on my fiance. 

He was with someone else. 

He was with not one other woman, but four. 

He begged my forgiveness. But he had betrayed me. 

To bury my pain, I take risks. Out in the desert while rock climbing, I fall. I should have died. 

But someone catches me, and saves my life.. 

I wake up in the arms of a man. 

Not just any man. The sexy rock star who sang for me. 

I’m single now, but he’s a playboy. 

But he’s different with me. He’s kind and considerate, but he’s hiding a big secret. 

After my ex betrayed me, can I let myself fall for this handsome rock star? 

 

The Rock Star Shifter 

At thirty, I was still unmated. And that’s how I wanted it. 

My overbearing clan wanted me to choose a respectable profession -- doctor, lawyer, dentist. They wanted me to conform. 

But music stole my heart. 

I moved to Vegas and made it big. And now I don’t go home anymore. 

I pushed the dragon inside me away. 

I won’t listen to my family. I refuse to settle down and find a mate; I like playing the field. 

Then I meet a captivating young bride. 

This human woman is different. 

She belongs to someone else, but I am drawn to her like no other. 

I can’t get her out of my head. 

But do not steal the mate of another, no matter the circumstance. 

Then the girl leaves her fiance, and now she is free. 

This awakens my dragon, who insists this girl is mine. 

My mate. 

Under a sunny sky, I save her life. Now I am bound to her. 

Can I convince this beautiful woman to give love another chance? 

 

Can a dragon shifter convince his love that she’s his mate, and turn his fake-marriage into a real one?



 

Note: Adults Only!

Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix

Author: J.K. Rowling

'You are sharing the Dark Lord's thoughts and emotions. The Headmaster thinks it inadvisable for this to continue. He wishes me to teach you how to close your

mind to the Dark Lord.'

Dark times have come to Hogwarts. After the Dementors' attack on his cousin Dudley, Harry Potter knows that Voldemort will stop at nothing to find him. There

are many who deny the Dark Lord's return, but Harry is not alone: a secret order gathers at Grimmauld Place to fight against the Dark forces. Harry must allow

Professor Snape to teach him how to protect himself from Voldemort's savage assaults on his mind. But they are growing stronger by the day and Harry is

running out of time ...

A Court of Silver Flames (A Court of Thorns and Roses Book 4)

Author: Sarah J. Maas

Sarah J. Maas's sexy, richly imagined A Court of Thorns and Roses series continues with the journey of Feyre's fiery sister, Nesta

Nesta Archeron has always been prickly – proud, swift to anger and slow to forgive. And since the war – since being made High Fae against her will – she's

struggled to forget the horrors she endured and find a place for herself within the strange and deadly Night Court.

The person who ignites her temper more than any other is Cassian, the battle-scarred, winged warrior who is there at Nesta's every turn. But her temper isn't the

only thing Cassian ignites. And when they are forced to train in battle together, sparks become flame.

As the threat of war casts its shadow over them once again, Nesta and Cassian must fight monsters from within and without if they are to stand a chance of

halting the enemies of their court. But the ultimate risk will be searching for acceptance – and healing – in each other's arms.

The Case Of The Night Mark (Samantha Rain Mysteries Book 1)

Author: Arizona Tape

When Detective Samantha Rain gets bitten by a hellhound, she's forced into the magical world of the Nox, night creatures living in secret between humans.

Vampires, Will-O-Wisps, and much more uncommon types hide in a world that runs on oaths, blood, and death.

Unsure of whom she can trust, she has no choice but to rely on Lilith, heir of the Will-O-Wisp clan. Samantha has to earn her protection by solving a missing

person's case that could change the future.

If she doesn't succeed, she'll pay with her life.

****

The Case Of The Night Mark is an Urban Fantasy Mystery with a lesbian romance in the background.

Magical Midlife Madness: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Novel (Leveling Up Book 1)

Author: K.F. Breene

A woman starting over. A new house with an unexpected twist. A cape wearing butler acting as the world's worst life coach. 

 

"Happily Ever After" wasn't supposed to come with a do-over option. But when my husband of twenty years packs up and heads for greener pastures and my son 

leaves for college, that's exactly what my life becomes. 

 

Do-over. 

 

This time, though, I plan to do things differently. Age is just a number, after all, and at forty I'm ready to carve my own path. 

 

Eager for a fresh start, I make a somewhat unorthodox decision and move to a tiny town in the Sierra foothills. I'll be taking care of a centuries old house that 

called to me when I was a kid. It's just temporary, I tell myself. It'll just be for a while. 

 

That is, until I learn what the house really is, something I never could've imagined. 



Thankfully forty isn't too old to start an adventure, because that's exactly what I do. A very dangerous adventure that will change my life forever. I have a chance

to start again, and this time, I make the rules. 

 

______________________________________________ 

 

A hot new series and genre celebrating midlife and older women who crave a little adventure by USA Today Bestselling author K.F. Breene. Perfect for fans of

Shannon Mayer, Jana DeLeon, Darynda Jones, Robin Peterman, Elizabeth Hunter and Denise Grover Swank.

Hazel and Gray (Faraway collection)

Author: Nic Stone

Two anxious young lovers lost in the woods. A beckoning mansion in a dark clearing. A short modern-day retelling of Hansel and Gretel by the number one New

York Times bestselling author of Dear Martin.

It’s bad enough that Hazel and Gray have defied the demands of Hazel’s foul stepfather. The Monster has forbidden their romance. Now they’ve awakened in the

forest, phones dead, hours past curfew. But not far away is a grand estate in the middle of nowhere. The door is open. In this short story about choosing your own

path, the fury of the Monster that awaits them back home may be nothing compared to what lies ahead.

Hazel and Gray is part of Faraway, a collection of retold fairy tales that take the happily-ever-after in daring new directions. Whether read or listened to in one

sitting, prepare to be charmed, moved, enlightened, and frightened all over again.

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows

Author: J.K. Rowling

'Give me Harry Potter,' said Voldemort's voice, 'and none shall be harmed. Give me Harry Potter, and I shall leave the school untouched. Give me Harry Potter,

and you will be rewarded.'

As he climbs into the sidecar of Hagrid's motorbike and takes to the skies, leaving Privet Drive for the last time, Harry Potter knows that Lord Voldemort and the

Death Eaters are not far behind. The protective charm that has kept Harry safe until now is broken, but he cannot keep hiding. The Dark Lord is breathing fear

into everything Harry loves and to stop him Harry will have to find and destroy the remaining Horcruxes. The final battle must begin - Harry must stand and face

his enemy...

Shifter Wars: Supernatural Battle (Werewolf Dens Book 1)

Author: Kelly St. Clare

When Mum died, I inherited a lot more than a pack of lies. 

 

I landed a $410,000 debt. 

Discovered her previous surname. 

And her real place of birth. 

 

Desperate to uncover the truth, I drive to a tiny dot on the map called Deception Valley. 

 

Coincidental name? Nope. 

 

There, I find her secret family—because she had one of those too. 

 

How many lies are we at? Honestly, I’ve lost count, but local gossip captures my attention. Apparently, Mum’s other family play laser tag every Wednesday. Not 

even joking. Laser tag. 

 

What the hell is this place? 

 

In hindsight, the massive guy with honey irises was my first major clue. Unusual eyes for a human, right? 

Perfect eyes for a werewolf. 

 

But sexy supernaturals, thongs, and mounting financial strain aside, Mum’s past is buried somewhere in this valley, and I need to dig up the truth or find a way to 

live with her lies. 

 

What do you do when neither option will leave you unscathed? 

 

If you can’t get enough of books by Ilona Andrews, K.F. Breene, Patricia Briggs, or anything paranormal romance, then step inside The Dens and get 

ready to play for your life.



Born in Fire (Demon Days, Vampire Nights World Book 1)

Author: K.F. Breene

Heart pounding and laugh out loud funny, Wall Street Journal Bestselling author K.F. Breene will take you on a magical joy ride you won’t soon forget.

Supernatural Bounty Hunter isn’t the sort of thing you see on LinkedIn. But with a rare type of magic like mine, I don’t have many options.

So dangerous or not, the job is mine. And it was going fine, until an old as sin vampire stole my mark, and with it, my pay day.

Knowing I’m poor and desperate, he has offered me a job. I’ll have to work by his side to help solve a top secret case.

Everyone knows not to trust vampires. Especially a hot elder vampire. But without any other jobs coming up, I’m stuck. As I uncover a web of lies and treachery,

revealing an enemy I didn’t know existed, the truth of my identity is threatened. I might make it out alive, only to end up in a gilded cage.

"Janet Ivanovich meets vampires. Quirky, funny and a darned good read!" ★★★★★

"A kickass heroine with a sense of humor and an extremely interesting back story - what more could one ask?"★★★★★

-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*

If you like Patricia Briggs, Faith Hunter, Laurell K. Hamilton, Shannon Mayer, Kim Harrison, Ilona Andrews, Dannika Dark, and Jennifer Estep you'll feel right at

home with this fun and exciting thrill ride.

Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince

Author: J.K. Rowling

There it was, hanging in the sky above the school: the blazing green skull with a serpent tongue, the mark Death Eaters left behind whenever they had entered a

building... wherever they had murdered...

When Dumbledore arrives at Privet Drive one summer night to collect Harry Potter, his wand hand is blackened and shrivelled, but he does not reveal why.

Secrets and suspicion are spreading through the wizarding world, and Hogwarts itself is not safe. Harry is convinced that Malfoy bears the Dark Mark: there is a

Death Eater amongst them. Harry will need powerful magic and true friends as he explores Voldemort's darkest secrets, and Dumbledore prepares him to face

his destiny...

The Wickeds (Faraway collection)

Author: Gayle Forman

The reviled villainesses of Snow White, Cinderella, and Rapunzel team up to set the record straight in a subversively funny short story by the number one New

York Times bestselling author of If I Stay.

Envious queen? Evil stepmother? Kidnapping hag? Elsinora, Gwendolyn, and Marguerite are through with warts-and-all tabloids, ugly lies, and the three

ungrateful brats who pitted them against each other and the world. But maybe there’s more to the stories than even the Wickeds know. Is it time to finally get

revenge? After all, they’re due for a happily-enough-ever-after. Even if they have to write it themselves.

The Wickeds is part of Faraway, a collection of retold fairy tales that take the happily-ever-after in daring new directions. Whether read or listened to in one sitting,

prepare to be charmed, moved, enlightened, and frightened all over again.

Midlife Ghost Hunter: A Paranormal Women's Fiction (The Forty Proof Series Book 4)

Author: Shannon Mayer

If you thought being over forty meant the end of adventures, then you're in for a shock as Bree, and her ragtag bunch take you on a side-splitting 

rollercoaster ride! 

 

Stuck with Alan's ghost following her around, Bree is in hot water now with no easy way out as she's been framed for his murder and plunked in the local pokey. 

 

If that weren't bad enough, Gran's ghost has been kidnapped, and all clues point to the Big Easy—New Orleans. 



With the police on her never-mind-the-size butt, two men vying for her attentions, and a mystery wrapped around the murder of her Gran and ex, she has more

than enough to keep her stressed and turning prematurely gray. 

 

So when a local coven stirs things up in NOLA, and a new nemesis appears on the scene, Bree is ready to meet them head-on. 

 

As soon as she's popped a few Advil.

Ghostly Wedding (A Harper Harlow Mystery Book 17)

Author: Lily Harper Hart

Harper Harlow and Jared Monroe fell in love fast and hard. Finally, their big day is here.

They just need to solve a murder before they exchange their vows and take the next step to happily ever after.

Peter Humphrey, an insurance salesman from a neighboring town, appeared to be minding his own business when a woman came out of nowhere and struck him

down while he was crossing the street. Harper witnessed the accident and vows to solve the murder before it’s time to leave on her honeymoon.

It might take more work than she realizes, though.

Peter was a normal guy, a father who doted on his daughter and was friendly with his ex-wife, and yet somehow he had a secret. His ghost points Harper toward

Montgomery Manor, toward a woman who suffered her own tragedy almost two decades before.

On paper, Peter’s murder and the Montgomery tragedy shouldn’t be connected … and yet they are. It’s up to Jared and Harper to figure out how if they want to

enjoy their wedding and what comes after … and they’re both determined to do it.

Some things are meant to be. Harper and Jared believe their union is one of those things.

Prepare yourselves, because this is one wedding you’ll never forget.

Haunted by Shadows: Magic Wars (Demons of New Chicago Book 2)

Author: Kel Carpenter

I used to hunt witches. Now I live with one.

To further complicate things, my past as a supernatural bounty hunter doesn’t exactly make me popular in these new circles I’m running in.

Shocker, I know.

Someone wants me dead.

Unfortunately for them, I’m pretty good at keeping myself alive. Not that it stops Ronan from being an alphahole.

He wants me to stay in Nathalie’s apartment and be safe while he handles the threat, all while holding Bree’s future over my head.

Not gonna happen.

To say I’m fucked is an understatement. But I’ve been in worse spots before.

Lucifer may be gone, but the corruption of magic isn’t. I have enemies everywhere.

And this time, they’re going to know what it means to burn.

Some things are worse than the devil.

To save Bree, I’ll become one of them.

If you can’t get enough of books by Ella Summers, Annette Marie, Shannon Mayer, Deborah Wilde, K.F. Breene, Jeaniene Frost, Kelly St. Clare, and

Linsey Hall then dive right in to the dangerous depths of New Chicago. Beware of headstrong heroines with snark. These ladies don’t bark. They bite.

Captive of Wolves (Bound to the Fae Book 1)

Author: Eva Chase

My blood is their salvation... and my ruin. 

 

For years, the monsters who killed my family have held me in a cage. Brutalized and half-starved. Only kept alive so they can steal my blood. 

 

Until one evening when four eerily gorgeous men break me out of my prison. 

 

They give me a soft bed and delicious food. They say they'll protect me—but their generosity may come at a price. 



My rescuers are monsters like my captors: fae who shift into wolves. A curse gripping the faerie realm turns them wild under the full moon. Only my blood can

cure their rage. 

 

These fearsome men need me, and not just to lift the curse. A tragedy left them outcasts, and offering me to their rulers could win them back the home and the

power they lost. 

 

No matter how kindly they treat me, no matter how their smoldering eyes and strong hands stir unfamiliar desires in both my body and my heart, their castle is just

another prison. As long as I'm a prize more than a person, my life will never be my own. 

 

I've survived this long without giving up. I won't roll over now. But how can one damaged human girl hold her own against the savage fae? 

 

*Captive of Wolves is the first in a new paranormal romance saga featuring possessive wolf shifters, fraught fae politics, and a wounded heroine coming into her

own. Grab it now and get swept away in the fantasy!* 

 

Note: The story contains scenes of physical abuse and emotional trauma but no sexual violence. All intimate moments are consensual.

Dark King (Sea Fae Book 1)

Author: C.N. Crawford

A snarky fae, a sexy king, and forbidden desire deep as the sea. The first book in a three-book series.

Once, I was a fae princess with sea-magic at my fingertips. Now? I’m a hunted supernatural in a squalid shop, stripped of my power. My only comforts are stale

cookies, Elvis records, and my hula-hoop. Until a lethally sexy fae king arrives and rips even those away. 

After the brutal king throws me in prison, I strike a bargain with him: my freedom in exchange for helping him find a magic blade. What Lyr doesn’t know is that the

blade might restore my stolen magic. 

But as we journey, the gorgeous jerk is starting to make me feel things I’ve never felt. When Lyr touches me, desire ignites. I see raging passion in his eyes, too.

If I give in, I risk losing my chance at reclaiming my power. Even worse... I could be forfeiting my life.

***

"Five-star read. This story grabbed me and wouldn't let me go! It is amazingly addictive and the tension was hot. Make sure you grab it and check out her other

amazingly written books!" -- Amelia Hutchins, bestselling author of The Fae Chronicles

"C.N Crawford weaves a fantastical Fae story in DARK KING. With a feminist, anti-heroine you can root for, and suspense and mystery that enchants your

imagination with magical worlds, this is a must read for fantasy lovers you won't want to miss." -- Scarlett Dawn, New York Times bestselling author

This series has characters that overlap with the Shadow Fae series.

Also for readers of Laura Thalassa, Sarah J. Maas, and Jennifer Armentrout.

Sin & Magic (Demigods of San Francisco Book 2)

Author: K.F. Breene

I've agreed to work for a Demigod. My job? Find the spirit of his mother and release her before his vengeful father finds out and kills us all.

Have I lost my mind?

Thankfully, I don't have to do it alone. Kieran has brought in help: a Necromancer who loves to flirt with danger. Bria can help me find the clues to free Kieran's

mom.

She can also help me learn my potent and extremely terrifying magic.

But as we work deeper into magical San Francisco, we uncover a minefield waiting to explode. I'm learning that there are far worse things than death.

Crown of Shadows (Court of Midnight and Deception Book 1)

Author: K. M. Shea



The fae of the Night Court are desperately searching for a new monarch to crown before the Court collapses.

I couldn’t care less.

I’ve done everything I can to bury my fae blood and embrace my human half. That changes when some fae nobles show up on my doorstep and announce that

I’m the next Queen of the Night Court.

Becoming an unwilling fae queen? Check. Inheriting a terrible mess? Double check.

The Court is almost bankrupt, my citizens’ favorite hobby is backstabbing one another, and I don’t know who I can trust since someone keeps trying to

assassinate me.

Speaking of assassins, I get introduced to the best in the business—a fae lord nicknamed the Wraith. His deadly profession means he fears no one. The only

reason he doesn’t kill me on the spot is he’s also a member of the Night Court and the Court’s magic protects me. But that doesn’t prevent him from trading verbal

barbs with me whenever we meet.

And if cat herding all these uncooperative fae and chatting with assassins wasn’t enough, I’m required to get married as part of some archaic Court law. This

“queen” gig is the worst!

Supposedly I can choose anyone to marry, but with all the infighting I need someone who is neutral and won’t provoke more political power struggles.

So, why do I keep thinking of a certain assassin?

Court of Midnight and Deception is an urban fantasy trilogy featuring fae, werewolves, vampires, and wizards. It’s packed with humor, adventure, and a sweet,

slow burn romance between a reluctant fae queen and the assassin who tried to kill her.

Demon King (Claimed By Lucifer Book 1)

Author: Elizabeth Briggs

A TOP 50 AMAZON BESTSELLER!

I made a deal with the devil. Now he’s claimed me as his mate.

When my best friend goes missing in Las Vegas, there’s only one man I can turn to for help.

Lucas Ifer. Billionaire playboy. CEO of Abaddon Inc. King of Sin City. And…the devil himself?

Lucas—aka Lucifer—agrees to help me, but in exchange he wants one thing: me.

He’s dark, dangerous, and wickedly handsome. Oh, and evil incarnate. I should say no, but I can’t. I’m that desperate.

But when you make a deal with the devil, there's no escaping it. Now he owns my body for seven nights of sin. Even worse, he owns my soul for all eternity.

I’m Persephone being claimed by Hades, and I have no choice but to enter his underworld and become his dark queen.

Is there any light left in that black heart? Or will his darkness consume me?

Demon King is a sinfully sexy Hades and Persephone story with a Lucifer twist, perfect for fans of Laura Thalassa, Amelia Hutchins, Jennifer L. Armentrout, and

Sarah J. Maas. This is book 1 in the Claimed By Lucifer trilogy.

The Cleaners (Faraway collection)

Author: Ken Liu

Touch the past or wash it away? Two sisters have a choice in this unforgettable short story of everyday magic and the power of memory by the Hugo and Nebula

Award–winning author Ken Liu.

Gui is a professional cleaner at A Fresh Start, scrubbing away the unpleasant layers of memory that build up on the personal objects of his customers.

Memory-blind himself, he can’t feel those wounds. Clara can, and she prefers them irretrievable. Until her sister, Beatrice, ultrasensitive to memory, raises one

that could change Clara’s mind. For Gui, the past is gone. For Clara and Beatrice, deciding what to remember reaches to the heart of their shared history.

The Cleaners is part of Faraway, a collection of retold fairy tales that take the happily-ever-after in daring new directions. Whether read or listened to in one

sitting, prepare to be charmed, moved, enlightened, and frightened all over again.

Half a Soul (Regency Faerie Tales Book 1)



Author: Olivia Atwater

It’s difficult to find a husband in Regency England when you’re a young lady with only half a soul.

Ever since a faerie cursed her, Theodora Ettings has had no sense of fear, embarrassment, or even happiness—a condition which makes her sadly prone to

accidental scandal. Dora’s only goal for the London Season this year is to stay quiet and avoid upsetting her cousin’s chances at a husband… but when the Lord

Sorcier of England learns of her condition, she finds herself drawn ever more deeply into the tumultuous concerns of magicians and faeries.

Lord Elias Wilder is handsome, strange, and utterly uncouth—but gossip says that he regularly performs three impossible things before breakfast, and he is

willing to help Dora restore her missing half. If Dora’s reputation can survive both her ongoing curse and her sudden connection with the least-liked man in all of

high society, then she may yet reclaim her normal place in the world… but the longer Dora spends with Elias Wilder, the more she begins to suspect that one may

indeed fall in love, even with only half a soul.

Pride and Prejudice meets Howl’s Moving Castle in this enthralling historical fantasy romance, where the only thing more meddlesome than faeries is a

marriage-minded mama. Pick up Half a Soul, and be stolen away into debut author Olivia Atwater’s charming, magical version of Regency England!

The Princess Game (Faraway collection)

Author: Soman Chainani

There are no happy endings for the Princesses of Chaminade High in this short, twisty tale of teenage murder games by the New York Times bestselling author of

The School for Good and Evil series.

The victims are the most popular girls in school, each murdered and arranged in a grim fairy-tale tableau. To find the killer, rookie detective Callum Pederson has

gone undercover where the Princes hold court. He’s found enough secrets among the bros to bring them in for questioning—but he could very well get lost in the

games the Princes play.

The Princess Game is part of Faraway, a collection of retold fairy tales that take the happily-ever-after in daring new directions. Whether read or listened to in one

sitting, prepare to be charmed, moved, enlightened, and frightened all over again.

Wolves' Queen (The Royal Heir Book 1)

Author: Jen L. Grey

I had only one motto and it was to stay hidden and survive.

My future was set until a perfectly orchestrated accident killed my parents. Their close guards managed to pull me from the debris and allowed me to escape.

Fast forward twelve years and I'm finally heading to college as a human. When I think back on my past life, my heart broke all over again. Even though the throne

was mine, it was the last thing I ever wanted. I was fine on my own until he changed everything.

If you can't get enough of books by K.F. Breene, Kelly St. Claire, Annette Marie, Shannon Mayer, Leia Stone, Jaymin Eve, and Laura Thalassa, then you'll be

sucked into this royal paranormal romance.

Scroll up and one click WOLVES' QUEEN today. 

Dawnshard: From the Stormlight Archive

Author: Brandon Sanderson

From Brandon Sanderson—author of the #1 New York Times bestselling Stormlight Archive and its fourth massive installment, Rhythm of War—comes a new

hefty novella, Dawnshard. Taking place between Oathbringer and Rhythm of War, this tale (like Edgedancer before it) gives often-overshadowed characters their

own chance to shine.

When a ghost ship is discovered, its crew presumed dead after trying to reach the storm-shrouded island Akinah, Navani Kholin must send an expedition to make

sure the island hasn't fallen into enemy hands. Knights Radiant who fly too near find their Stormlight suddenly drained, so the voyage must be by sea.

Shipowner Rysn Ftori lost the use of her legs but gained the companionship of Chiri-Chiri, a Stormlight-ingesting winged larkin, a species once thought extinct.

Now Rysn's pet is ill, and any hope for Chiri-Chiri’s recovery can be found only at the ancestral home of the larkin: Akinah. With the help of Lopen, the formerly

one-armed Windrunner, Rysn must accept Navani's quest and sail into the perilous storm from which no one has returned alive. If the crew cannot uncover the

secrets of the hidden island city before the wrath of its ancient guardians falls upon them, the fate of Roshar and the entire Cosmere hangs in the balance.



This Dark Wolf: Soul Bitten Shifter Book 1

Author: Everly Frost

I am a wolf shifter born with a human soul.

Packless. Mateless. Unable to bond.

Cast out of my pack, I live in a supernatural safehouse filled with broken women. Other women come and go, but I remain.

I'm waiting.

For him.

Tristan Masters—the ruthless alpha of the most vicious pack in the city.

He fought for my life when my pack wanted to kill me. He saved me. I should be able to trust him.

But I know better.

Tristan Masters wants my wolf; my killer soul. When he’s ready, he will use me to destroy his enemies.

Tristan thinks he owns me. He thinks there are no consequences because I can't bond to him.

He's going to discover that I am nobody’s to command.

This dark wolf will bite back.

This is a dark urban fantasy romance, the first in the Soul Bitten Shifter series. 17+ for sex scenes, mature themes, and language. Ends on a cliffhanger.

Blood Heir (Kate Daniels World Book 1)

Author: Ilona Andrews

From award-winning author, Ilona Andrews, an all-new novel set in the New York Times #1 bestselling Kate Daniels World and featuring Julie

Lennart-Olsen, Kate and Curran's ward.

Atlanta was always a dangerous city. Now, as waves of magic and technology compete for supremacy, it’s a place caught in a slow apocalypse, where monsters

spawn among the crumbling skyscrapers and supernatural factions struggle for power and survival.

Eight years ago, Julie Lennart left Atlanta to find out who she was. Now she’s back with a new face, a new magic, and a new name—Aurelia Ryder—drawn by

the urgent need to protect the family she left behind. An ancient power is stalking her adopted mother, Kate Daniels, an enemy unlike any other, and a string of

horrifying murders is its opening gambit.

If Aurelia’s true identity is discovered, those closest to her will die. So her plan is simple: get in, solve the murders, prevent the prophecy from being fulfilled, and

get out without being recognized. She expected danger, but she never anticipated that the only man she'd ever loved could threaten everything.

One small misstep could lead to disaster. But for Aurelia, facing disaster is easy; it’s relationships that are hard.

The Glamourist (The Vine Witch Book 2)

Author: Luanne G. Smith

A spellbinding novel of bloodlines, self-discovery, and redemption by the author of the Washington Post bestseller The Vine Witch.

Abandoned as a child in turn-of-the-century Paris, Yvette Lenoir has longed to uncover the secrets of her magical heritage and tap her suppressed powers. But

what brave and resourceful Yvette has done to survive the streets has made her a fugitive. With a price on her head, she clings to a memento from her

past—what she believes to be a grimoire inherited from the mother she never knew. To unlock the secrets of her past, Yvette trusts in one woman to help solve

the arcane riddles among its charmed pages.

Elena Boureanu is the vine witch of Château Renard, noted for its renowned wines. Even as she struggles with her own bloodline—and its poisonous threat to her

future—Elena can’t ignore a friend on the run. Joined by a cunning thief, the proprietor of an enchanted-curio shop, and a bewitching black cat, Elena and Yvette

are determined to decode Yvette’s mysterious keepsake. But what restless magic will be unleashed? And what are Yvette and Elena willing to risk to become the

witches they were destined to be?

The Duelist 2



Author: Eric Vall

Alex is quickly becoming accustomed to life in the strange world of Aventoll.

He’s won two Duels already, along with two estates and two gorgeous wives.

But success breeds jealousy, and Alex discovers he has a target on his back.

Alex’s enemies want him dead so they can take his wives and estate, but they don’t know Alex isn’t from their world.

And he doesn’t play by their rules.

Midnight Kisses (Shifter Island Book 1)

Author: Leia Stone

Nai expected the summons to Alpha Academy...but not this year.

She’s trained her entire life to lead her pack, and the elite school is where she’ll receive the elemental magic that distinguishes her as an alpha heir.

But the four sexy guards sent to escort Nai are not only early—they’re her sworn enemies. Then when she arrives at Alpha Academy, the Alpha King is not happy

to see her.

And if that isn’t enough...

Mysterious magical marks pop up on her skin, outcast shifters keep attacking the school, and someone is trying to kill her.

There is no way things could get worse. No way.

Until she meets her fated mate at a masquerade party…

He’s sexy as sin.

An Alpha Heir.

And completely and totally forbidden.

If you love YA fantasy, wolf-shifters, and enemies-to-lovers romance, get ready for a pulse-pounding story that will keep you riveted until the very last word.

*Author note: This book is not reverse harem (RH)

Magic Redeemed (Hall of Blood and Mercy Book 2)

Author: K. M. Shea

I thought life would be easier after I unsealed my magic.

Spoiler: it’s not.

I want to free my family from my traitorous cousin, but with all the allies he’s got guarding his back, even my new powers won’t be enough to beat him. My best

bet is to use my parents’ signet ring to prove my claim of leadership.

There’s just one problem…

I can’t find it!

Things aren’t looking so good for my vampire housemates, either. As Killian Drake’s conflicts with the fae get worse, it's clear that war will break out soon if

something doesn’t change.

Plus, Killian has gotten really weird about smelling me and invading my personal space. Every time he comes near my heart almost pops out of my chest, but I’m

sure that’s just terror caused by being so close to the most feared vampire in the region.

At least that’s what I keep telling myself.

So, I’m a wizard searching for a ring while trying to survive living with a bunch of vampires and their deadly and suddenly touchy-feely leader. Yeah, life is

definitely not easier.

Hall of Blood and Mercy is a finished urban fantasy trilogy featuring all your favorite vampires, wizards, fae, and werewolves. It’s packed with humor, adventure,

and a sweet, slow burn romance between a vertically challenged wizard and the most lethal vampire in town.

Midnight Lies (Shifter Island Book 2)



Author: Raye Wagner

Nai thought nothing could be worse than Alpha Academy’s midyear games…

The first few months of school weren’t exactly easy: fated-mate from the rival clan, selkie attacks, and that minor, aka huge, plot to kill her.

But things seem to be going from bad to worse.

After watching a loved one’s horrific death at the hands of the alpha king, Nai decides another visit to Dark Row is in order. After all, a witch there knows the

Keeper of Souls, and Nai wants her friend back.

But the trip to the Realm of the Dead doesn’t go quite as planned. Nai discovers a family member has been keeping secrets—BIG secrets. Scratch that. Make

that TWO family members—and LOTS of secrets.

When Nai's negotiation skills land her and Rage in a contract that is near impossible to meet, the consequences of success and failure are equally dire.

Ah, hello, trouble!

She's determined to bring her friend back from the dead and still keep her mate, or die trying.

One thing’s for certain, nothing on Shifter Island will ever be the same.

Sin & Salvation (Demigods of San Francisco Book 3)

Author: K.F. Breene

An Amazon Charts, Washington Post and Top 5 Amazon Store bestseller!

Valens has noticed his two missing employees. It won't be long before he knows who is responsible.

It won't be long before he claims his vengeance.

The race is on. Kieran and Lexi must scrape together an army worthy of taking on the Demigod of San Francisco before he destroys them all.

But Valens isn't Lexi's only problem. Mordecai's rapid recovery has been noticed, and he has once again become a threat to his old pack.

Lexi's little family is in jeopardy of being torn apart, and to save them...she must finally embrace what she is.

Crown of Moonlight (Court of Midnight and Deception Book 2)

Author: K. M. Shea

I thought becoming Queen of the Night Court and marrying the deadliest fae assassin in the supernatural community were the biggest dangers I’d ever face. Hah!

Once I meet the fae monarchs of the other local Courts, I realize the good times are only just beginning! They hate my guts and don’t even bother to use their fae

tricks to hide their disgust of me and my human blood.

At least I know where I stand with them, which is more than I can say for my husband, Rigel.

My relationship with Rigel is…complicated. We married for political reasons—my greatest desire was that he wouldn’t kill me after the ceremony. But now that

he’s saved me from countless attempts on my life and joked with me through boring Court socials, my thoughts about him have veered into uncomfortable

territory.

Not that I have time to think about all of this.

Those attempts on my life I mentioned? Yeah, they’re getting bolder and a lot harder to survive. I’m confident one of the other monarchs is behind it all, but I don’t

have the power to make them stop.

So far, my wits and Rigel’s blades have gotten us through everything. But if something BIG gets dropped on us, will we survive?

Court of Midnight and Deception is an urban fantasy trilogy featuring fae, werewolves, vampires, and wizards. It’s packed with humor, adventure, and a sweet,

slow burn romance between a reluctant fae queen and the assassin who tried to kill her.

The Faceless Mage (Legends of Abreia Book 1)



Author: Kenley Davidson

He’ll protect her with his last breath…

Until she becomes his next target.

Leisa’s ambitions used to be simple. Guard the princess. Hide her magic. Wait for her family to return.

But all of that changes when her king demands that she use her unique abilities to spy on the rival kingdom of Garimore.

Alone, far from home, and living a lie that grows more perilous by the day, Leisa’s task is complicated by her most dangerous enemy yet—the masked assassin

known only as the Raven.

Everyone in the Five Thrones knows to fear him, but the Raven is not what Leisa expected. As silent as he is lethal, he provokes her curiosity as much as her

fear, and hides secrets she’s determined to learn.

When her already precarious mission takes a deadly turn, Leisa must evade the Raven himself if she is to succeed. It’s never been done before, but Leisa is

nothing if not stubborn. And if she doesn’t become the first to escape his blade, her entire kingdom will pay the price—in blood.

If you love adventure, mystery, and slow-burn enemies-to-lovers romance, discover the Legends of Abreia, a new romantic fantasy series for fans of Sylvia

Mercedes, Miranda Honfleur and Shari L. Tapscott!

Maid For An Alien Prince: A SciFi Alien Romance (Intergalactic Exchange Program Book 1)

Author: Roxie Ray

I won’t be forced into alien servitude.

I’ve spent my life mucking out the houses of the rich and famous. I know what they’re really like.

They think they can take whatever they want.

I learned that the hard way.

Royalty? They have got to be worse.

I’m not interested in any of them, not even an alien prince.

I was supposed to be heading to another planet for a one-year housekeeping contract.

Instead he bought me out.

Does he think he can own me?

I don’t want him.

I won’t submit to him.

So why is he so … nice?

Niall is unlike any rich guy I’ve ever known, but I still can’t trust him.

Not even when he treats me well.

He calls me his fated mate!

But he’s an alien prince and I’m a housekeeper.

We don’t belong together.

So why do I want to kiss him more than I want my next breath?

Midlife Fairy Hunter: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Novel (The Forty Proof Series Book 2)

Author: Shannon Mayer

Now a #1 Bestseller! 

#1 in Women's Divorce Fiction 

#1 in Women's Action & Adventure Fiction 

#1 in Women's Fantasy Fiction 

 

Over the hill, all outta ducks to give, and suddenly life is looking up . . .even if you're living with a ghost and fighting off werewolves. 

 

Moving back to Savannah changed my life in all the best ways. New job. New friends. As far from my ex-husband as possible. 

 

I didn’t count on the Shadow World intensifying its hold on my life. 

 

Color me surprised, when a new job lands in my lap watching over a fairy ring. Worth ten times what I’d make anywhere else, it seems too good to be true. I take 

it anyway. 

 

And that’s when things get weird.



 

Spells are cast on my friends that seems to make them lose their marbles. 

 

I’ve got a Bigfoot baking in my kitchen. 

 

And a skeleton is quickly becoming my go-to guy. Which is silly because the eye candy strutting around in front of me is drool worthy. (I’m looking at you, Crash.

Really looking 0_0) 

 

Nothing in Savannah is what it seems, and the magic and undercurrents of this city are pulling me onto a dangerous path. 

 

But with a Fae Queen begging my help, and the darkness closing in, I can only do one thing. 

 

Pop a couple Advil, and kick some serious ducking butt. 

 

*******************************~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~***************************** 

 

"If you love Patricia Briggs, Kelley Armstrong, KF Breene, Shayne Silvers, Dannika Dark, Jana DeLeon, Kevin Hearne or Ilona Andrews, you won't want to miss

ANY of Mayer's books!" 

Apocalypse: Generic System

Author: Macronomicon

Jeb Trapper tried to kill himself. The gun jammed.

Two months later the vet is participating in underground trials of ecstacy to treat his PTSD.

Everything seemed to be going great until...

>>>The System has Been Installed<<<

Now he's got to choose the difficulty of his tutorial.

Just one problem.

He's high as a kite, and nothing seems Impossible.

Dune

Author: Frank Herbert

SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE directed by Denis Villeneuve, starring Timothée Chalamet, Josh Brolin, Jason Momoa, Zendaya, Rebecca

Ferguson, Oscar Isaac, Javier Bardem, Dave Bautista, Stellan Skarsgård, and Charlotte Rampling.

Frank Herbert’s classic masterpiece—a triumph of the imagination and one of the bestselling science fiction novels of all time.

Set on the desert planet Arrakis, Dune is the story of the boy Paul Atreides, heir to a noble family tasked with ruling an inhospitable world where the only thing of

value is the “spice” melange, a drug capable of extending life and enhancing consciousness. Coveted across the known universe, melange is a prize worth killing

for....

When House Atreides is betrayed, the destruction of Paul’s family will set the boy on a journey toward a destiny greater than he could ever have imagined. And

as he evolves into the mysterious man known as Muad’Dib, he will bring to fruition humankind’s most ancient and unattainable dream. 

A stunning blend of adventure and mysticism, environmentalism and politics, Dune won the first Nebula Award, shared the Hugo Award, and formed the basis of

what is undoubtedly the grandest epic in science fiction.

Ruled by Blood: An Unseelie Fae Fantasy Standalone

Author: May Sage



Once upon a time, there was a princess with no notion of right and wrong, and a queen a thousand times more twisted.

In the realm of Tenebris, home to the unseelie folk, curses are served for breakfast with a side of betrayal.

Vlari was born a threat to Queen Morgana. She survived her wrath because she never stepped out of line.

Until one night. One man. One war.

Now that she's unchained, Vlari's consumed by a desire to drain the lives of all those around her. And yet her decisions shape the fate of the entire realm of the

fae.

Sometimes the world needs a hero. In a land of shadows, it might just need a monster.

Ruled by Blood is a tale of magic, secrets, and schemes, perfect for fantasy readers who enjoy a dash of romance.

This version combines both parts: Wicked Court and Shadow Cursed.

Moon Claimed: Supernatural Battle (Werewolf Dens Book 2)

Author: Kelly St. Clare

The pack of lies continues.

My mother isn’t my mother.

A werewolf wants me for his one-and-only baby mama

Oh! And I’m the new leader of a tribe I joined weeks ago.

Messed up doesn’t begin to explain it.

I’m more desperate than ever to uncover an explanation for Mum’s mounting betrayals. Because this time, I’m not sure forgiveness is possible.

But the mating meets with Sascha must continue if I want to escape our bond for good. An entire tribe is relying on me to win a centuries-old game against

freakin’ shifters. And at this point, well… I have a few secrets of my own.

Keeping them is the new game.

Would you confess the truth and risk forfeiting the one person you have left?

If you can’t get enough of books by Shannon Mayer, Jaymin Eve, and Laura Thalassa, or just anything paranormal romance, then enter this

supernatural game and prepare to win everything… or lose it all.

This book contains sexual scenes, language, and violence.

The Atlantis Gene: A Thriller (The Origin Mystery, Book 1)

Author: A.G. Riddle

The greatest mystery of all time... 

the history of human origins... 

will be revealed. 

 

In Antarctica, researchers discover a mysterious structure, buried in ice. 

 

In a lab in Jakarta, an autism researcher identifies a revolutionary treatment that could change everything. 

 

But these two incredible discoveries aren’t what they seem. They will set off a race to unravel the deepest secrets of human existence—and an event that could 

change humanity forever. 

 

 

Experience the novel that started it all: The Atlantis Gene is the first book in A.G. Riddle’s bestselling Origin Mystery trilogy—a series that has sold over THREE 

MILLION copies worldwide (in twenty languages), received 30,000+ reviews on Amazon, been rated 20,000+ times on Audible, and garnered 120,000+ ratings 

on GoodReads. The trilogy is now in development to be a major motion picture. 

 

The product of years of research, The Atlantis Gene is filled with real science and history that will change how look at human origins—and humanity’s future. Like 

millions of other readers, you’ll be up late turning the pages, promising yourself, just one more chapter.



 

 

Praise for A.G. Riddle 

 

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.” 

—The Guardian on Pandemic 

 

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...” 

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure 

 

“Riddle... keep(s) the focus on his characters... rather than the technological marvels” 

—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure 

 

“Well-constructed and tightly-wound as a fine Swiss watch—DEPARTURE has non-stop action, an engaging plot and, of course, wheels within wheels.” 

—Diana Gabaldon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander 

 

 

An Extended Look At The Atlantis Gene 

 

70,000 years ago, the human race almost went extinct. 

We survived, but no one knows how. 

Until now. 

 

The countdown to the next stage of human evolution is about to begin, and humanity might not survive this time. 

 

 

Off the coast of Antarctica, a research vessel discovers a mysterious structure buried deep within an iceberg. It has been there for thousands of years, and

something is guarding it. Could it be the fabled city of Atlantis? Or is it something more dangerous? 

 

At the same moment, in Jakarta, Indonesia, a brilliant geneticist named Kate Warner has just discovered a breakthrough treatment for autism. Or so she thinks.

What she has found is far more deadly—for her and for the entire human race. Her work could unleash the next stage of human evolution. It might also hold the

key to unlocking the mysterious structure off the coast of Antarctica. 

 

On the other side of Jakarta, Agent David Vale is racing to uncover a conspiracy with far-reaching implications. But he’s out of time. His informant inside the

conspiracy is dead. His own organization has been infiltrated—and his enemy has turned the hunt on him. Now he’s on the run. But when he receives a coded

message related to an imminent attack, he risks everything to save the one person that can help him stop it: Dr. Kate Warner. 

 

Together, Kate and David race to unravel a global conspiracy and learn the truth about the Atlantis Gene... and human origins. Their journey takes them to the far

corners of the globe and into the secrets of their pasts. Their enemy is close on their heels and will stop at nothing to obtain Kate’s research and force the next

stage of human evolution—even if it means killing 99.9% of the world’s population. David and Kate can stop them... if they can trust each other. And stay alive. 

 

NOTE: this novel is available as an eBook on Kindle Fire and Kindle eReader, an Audible audiobook, and in print (paperback and hardcover). It’s also in Kindle

Unlimited where subscribers can read for free.

Magic & Misfits (Starry Hollow Witches Book 13)

Author: Annabel Chase

Welcome to Starry Hollow, where spells were made to be broken. 

 

Bentley Smith is tired of being the red-headed stepchild in the office of Vox Populi and is determined to prove his mettle by warming up the cold case involving 

Sheriff Nash’s murdered father. The deeper he digs, however, the more uncomfortable he becomes when the information he unearths implicates one of Starry 

Hollow’s very own. 

 

Meanwhile, Ember is dealing with the fallout from her refusal to give Aunt Hyacinth the power she craves, which has greater consequences than she anticipated. 

 

Will Ember be able to sustain the fairytale life she’s built in Starry Hollow or will it all finally crumble to dust? 

 

Magic & Misfits is the thirteenth book in the Starry Hollow Witches paranormal cozy mystery series. 

Books in the series include: 

Magic & Murder, Book 1 

Magic & Mystery, Book 2 

Magic & Mischief, Book 3 

Magic & Mayhem, Book 4 

Magic & Mercy, Book 5 

Magic & Madness, Book 6 

Magic & Malice, Book 7 

Magic & Mythos, Book 8



Magic & Mishaps, Book 9 

Magic & Maladies, Book 10 

Magic & Misdeeds, Book 11 

Magic & Monsters, Book 12 

Magic & Misfits, Book 13

The Power of Hades: A Fated Mates Fantasy Romance (The Hades Trials Book 1)

Author: Eliza Raine

I've been kidnapped by Zeus. Plucked from the streets of Manhattan and frightened half to death by a freaking Olympian god.

And now I'm trapped in the Underworld, being forced to compete in a series of deadly trials for the position of Queen of the Underworld. Which would mean

marrying Hades, the utterly terrifying Lord of the Dead. Who the hell wants a husband at all, let alone one made of smoke and riddled with death?

I have to get back home, to New York and my brother. But I can't leave without completing the trials and they've been designed for a godly Queen,

not Persephone - barista and botanical garden enthusiast.

I'm surrounded by lethal, all-powerful maniacs. Sexy-as-hell maniacs, sure, but as dangerous as they come. And I'm going to have to prove to all of them that

there's a goddess of hell inside me. It's the only way I'll survive the Hades Trials. But then what? And why, why, why am I so desperate to see under Hades

smoky exterior and find out what he's hiding from me?

If I win the trials, I have to marry the devil himself. But losing might mean losing my life.

The Power of Hades is book 1 in the Hades Trials, which is intended for adults and is packed with magic, mythology and slow-burn soulmate romance! *Contains

swearing and mature themes.*

Chosen (The Warrior Chronicles Book 1)

Author: K.F. Breene

This series is what K.F. Breene does best - strong heroine, incredible hero, and a community of underdogs that never say die! Binge this completed

series!

"What an incredible action packed adventure!" ★★★★★

"If you like a strong female, great plot, awesome characters, sexy alpha male who is gonna be more complex than you first thought...and a great villain. Then

READ THIS SERIES. ★★★★★

It is said that when war threatens the world, one individual will be selected by prophecy to lead the Shadow Warriors out of the Land of Mist and reclaim the

freedom which has been stolen.

~~

Shanti has grown up under the constant threat of war. Since she helped her people defeat a raiding party by using a special power, she’s been a hunted woman.

Carrying rare abilities and an uncanny fighting aptitude, Shanti is the only hope of salvation for her people. The problem is, she doesn’t believe in her own divinity,

and when she flounders, she nearly fails in the duty hanging so heavy on her shoulders.

It seems like any other day when Sanders and his band of misfit boys find a foreign woman clinging to life in the wastelands. Oblivious to the weapon they now

have in their possession, they are content to harbor the mysterious woman until she is well enough to continue her journey.

But when the war spreads its arms and lands on her borrowed doorstep, Shanti has no choice but to reveal her secrets, plunging her saviors into danger. If they

band with her, they will face certain death. But to trade her to Xandre, the warlord desperate to add her to his war machine, would be to give up their entire way of

life.

War is coming. The only choice becomes: Which side do you choose?

Midlife Demon Hunter: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Novel (The Forty Proof Series Book 3)

Author: Shannon Mayer

Goblins and ghouls and magic, oh my! Hang tight to your britches, this laugh out loud adventure is about to light you up! 

 

Ousted from the Hollows Group, the shadow world has officially taken notice of me. 

 

With loan sharks sniffing around and knocking on my door, I need to figure out how my ex-husband pushed all his debt onto me, because it stinks of black magic



and back alley dealings. 

 

Until I can get some answers there, I distract myself with a new job—working for a goblin. The job is as simple as hiding some paperwork for him. Only . . .

someone else wants what he gave me. And they are playing dangerously dirty to get what they want. 

 

Throw in a lovesick bigfoot, a siren going through menopause, a demon next door, and two hot guys vying for my attention, and you’ve got my life in a nutshell. 

 

Well, that is if you don’t count on Robert showing up and saving my bacon again. Which he has to, because this time . . .this time I’ve really put my foot in it. 

 

*******************************~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~***************************** 

 

"If you love Patricia Briggs, Kelley Armstrong, KF Breene, Shayne Silvers, Dannika Dark, Jana DeLeon, Kevin Hearne or Ilona Andrews, you won't want to miss

ANY of Mayer's books!"

A Court of Thorns and Roses

Author: Sarah J. Maas

The sexy, action-packed first book in the #1 New York Times bestselling Court of Thorns and Roses series from Sarah J. Maas.

When nineteen-year-old huntress Feyre kills a wolf in the woods, a terrifying creature arrives to demand retribution. Dragged to a treacherous magical land she

knows about only from legends, Feyre discovers that her captor is not truly a beast, but one of the lethal, immortal faeries who once ruled her world.

At least, he's not a beast all the time.

As she adapts to her new home, her feelings for the faerie, Tamlin, transform from icy hostility into a fiery passion that burns through every lie she's been told

about the beautiful, dangerous world of the Fae. But something is not right in the faerie lands. An ancient, wicked shadow is growing, and Feyre must find a way

to stop it, or doom Tamlin-and his world-forever.

From bestselling author Sarah J. Maas comes a seductive, breathtaking book that blends romance, adventure, and faerie lore into an unforgettable read.

A Court of Mist and Fury (A Court of Thorns and Roses Book 2)

Author: Sarah J. Maas

The seductive and stunning #1 New York Times bestselling sequel to Sarah J. Maas's spellbinding A Court of Thorns and Roses.

Feyre has undergone more trials than one human woman can carry in her heart. Though she's now been granted the powers and lifespan of the High Fae, she is

haunted by her time Under the Mountain and the terrible deeds she performed to save the lives of Tamlin and his people.

As her marriage to Tamlin approaches, Feyre's hollowness and nightmares consume her. She finds herself split into two different people: one who upholds her

bargain with Rhysand, High Lord of the feared Night Court, and one who lives out her life in the Spring Court with Tamlin. While Feyre navigates a dark web of

politics, passion, and dazzling power, a greater evil looms. She might just be the key to stopping it, but only if she can harness her harrowing gifts, heal her

fractured soul, and decide how she wishes to shape her future-and the future of a world in turmoil.

Bestselling author Sarah J. Maas's masterful storytelling brings this second book in her dazzling, sexy, action-packed series to new heights.

Her Alien Beast: A Sci-Fi Alien Romance (Voxeran Fated Mates Book 3)

Author: Presley Hall

Axen fights like a beast. He terrifies me a little. But maybe he’s exactly what I need.

As a doctor, I’m used to thinking logically and staying calm even in intense circumstances, so I thought I was adjusting pretty well to life on Nuthora. 

 

Then the universe threw another curveball at me. 

 

Not only am I stuck on a prison planet with a bunch of blue-skinned aliens… but I’m pregnant. 

 

When the mate bond flares between Axen and me, it’s more than I can handle. I want to get off this crazy ride and go back to a planet where things made sense, 

where my heart wasn’t fighting with my head, and where most of the wildlife didn’t want to kill me. 

 

But there’s no going back. 



This is the path fate has carved out for me, and despite my fears about the bond, Axen is determined to prove he’ll be a good mate. 

 

Can this brutal alien warrior truly be my perfect match? 

 

 

Her Alien Beast is a full-length standalone sci-fi romance featuring blue-skinned alien warriors, a heroine whose life is turned upside down, and a growly,

protective hero. 

 

If you like sexy aliens, steamy romance, and thrilling adventure, you’ll love this series. No cheating, no cliffhanger, and a happily ever after guaranteed! 

 

Note: each book in the series can be read as a standalone, but for maximum enjoyment, it’s recommended that the series be read in order. 

 

Voxeran Fated Mates series: 

Book 1: Her Alien Prince (Charlotte and Droth) 

Book 2: Her Alien Savior (Sadie and Jaro) 

Book 3: Her Alien Beast (Elizabeth and Axen) 

Book 4: Her Alien Warrior (Gemma and Kzuri) 

Book 5: TBA

The Shop Before Life

Author: Neil Hughes

After two happy centuries in the prelife, Faythe is battling the most dangerous human emotion. She's bored.

But when she accepts a once-in-a-prelifetime opportunity to become Apprentice at the magical Shop Before Life, her days become dreadfully interesting.

Now she helps customers with the most important choice they'll ever make: who to become in the afterprelife--or "life", for short. Will they be born on Earth with

MATHEMATICAL GIFTS? Or perhaps they'd prefer DELIGHTED BY CATS?

But Faythe has questions of her own. Like--what exactly is in these jars of human traits? And who is the mysterious Supplier who creates them?

Unfortunately, these questions could awaken an ancient conflict and even destroy the Shop itself. They should maybe mention that sort of thing during

orientation.

Management are going to be furious, but their divine punishment must wait. Right now, Faythe needs to discover the secrets of the Shop in order to save it.

If she fails, nobody will become themselves ever again . . .

_____

This unique, magical and funny fantasy explores the mystical world of the prelife, and asks questions about who we are - and why. Where do our personalities

come from? How do we grow and change? And just what does a jar of personal growth look like?!

_____

PRAISE FOR THE SHOP BEFORE LIFE

"One of those books that will stay with me for a while, if not for the rest of my life. There's something so unique and real about it and I felt very connected to the

themes it presented." - Book review at 'My Mind Speaks Aloud'

"Equally mischievous and sincere, The Shop Before Life is a witty, whimsical ride that squares off against some of the biggest existential questions around." -

Sienna Tristen, author of The Heretic's Guide to Homecoming

A Wizard's Guide To Defensive Baking

Author: T. Kingfisher

Fourteen-year-old Mona isn't like the wizards charged with defending the city. She can't control lightning or speak to water. Her familiar is a sourdough starter and

her magic only works on bread. She has a comfortable life in her aunt's bakery making gingerbread men dance.

But Mona's life is turned upside down when she finds a dead body on the bakery floor. An assassin is stalking the streets of Mona's city, preying on magic folk,

and it appears that Mona is his next target. And in an embattled city suddenly bereft of wizards, the assassin may be the least of Mona's worries...



Overworld (Dragon Mage Saga Book 1): A fantasy post-apocalyptic story

Author: Rohan M. Vider

A magic apocalypse. Refugees from Earth. A new world. Elves, orcs, and dragons!

Portals from Overworld have appeared on Earth, and beings intent on conscripting humanity into the mysterious Trials have invaded.

Earth is doomed. Humanity has been exiled. Can Jamie save mankind?

Jamie Sinclair, a young man with unique gifts, must find a way for his family and friends to survive Earth's destruction and build a new home in Overworld.

The Trials is not a game. Will Jamie survive its challenges?

Join Jamie as he struggles through the brutal Trials while wrestling with his new magics and Overworld's game-like dynamics.

A fantasy post-apocalyptic survival story of one man's journey to save humanity.

Rhapsodic (The Bargainer Book 1)

Author: Laura Thalassa

Callypso Lillis is a siren with a very big problem, one that stretches up her arm and far into her past. For the last seven years she’s been collecting a bracelet of

black beads up her wrist, magical IOUs for favors she’s received. Only death or repayment will fulfill the obligations. Only then will the beads disappear.

Everyone knows that if you need a favor, you go to the Bargainer to make it happen. He’s a man who can get you anything you want … at a price. And everyone

knows that sooner or later he always collects.

But for one of his clients, he’s never asked for repayment. Not until now. When Callie finds the fae king of the night in her room, a grin on his lips and a twinkle in

his eye, she knows things are about to change. At first it’s just a chaste kiss—a single bead’s worth—and a promise for more.

For the Bargainer, it’s more than just a matter of rekindling an old romance. Something is happening in the Otherworld. Fae warriors are going missing one by

one. Only the women are returned, each in a glass casket, a child clutched to their breast. And then there are the whispers among the slaves, whispers of an evil

that’s been awoken.

If the Bargainer has any hope to save his people, he’ll need the help of the siren he spurned long ago. Only, his foe has a taste for exotic creatures, and Callie

just happens to be one.

The Tinderbox: Soldier of Indira

Author: Lou Diamond Phillips

From the imagination of actor Lou Diamond Phillips (La Bamba, Stargate Universe, Prodigal Son) comes an epic and unforgettable Science Fantasy tale.

Two worlds at war will bring them together... or tear them apart...

Everson didn't want to be a soldier. His parents forced him to serve, as all good Indiran men should. The only problem? His first battle against their mortal

enemies goes horribly wrong and he winds up stranded on the enemy planet.

Now, Everson has to survive in this strange new land where everyone is out to get him. Not to mention, the planet Mano is covered in unforgiving desert. And he's

the target of traitors who want to use him in a dastardly plot to overthrow their mad king, Xander the Firm, by having him retrieve a piece of mysterious and

powerful ancient technology known as the Tinderbox.

But everything changes during a chance encounter with the king's daughter, Allegra. Despite her station, she's in as grave of danger from her own people as

Everson is. And though their peoples have been at odds for centuries, an unlikely spark forms between them.

As their worlds come crashing down around them, their forbidden love might be the only chance to end this war forever. Or, it might just be the doom of

everyone...

Imagine the intrigue of Game of Thrones mixed with the star-crossed romance of Romeo and Juliet... but in space! Inspired by Hans Christian

Andersen's famous fairy tale of the same name, Soldier of Indira is perfect for fans of Outlander, Dune, Aurora Rising, and Stardust.

Grab your copy today!

The Risen Shard (The Chain Breaker Book 1)

Author: D.K. Holmberg



An assassin with no rival meets a magic he cannot defeat. The Chain Breaker Series begins.

Trained to kill from a young age, Gavin Lorren finally escaped that life. No more killing innocents. No more working alone. The jobs are still dangerous, but at

least he can choose.

Now an old friend has invited him to the city of Yoran where the work is plentiful. The Roasted Dragon tavern is rough but cozy. The regulars are seedy but

welcoming. The owner Jessica is fond of him. It's almost too good to be true.

His good fortune is fleeting. Gavin finds himself facing a new enemy, fast and deadly El'aras warriors—an ancient race with innate magical talent. By the time he

learns sorcery is involved, he's in too deep. To succeed, he’ll have to uncover parts of his past that he'd hoped to forget.

It will take an assassin without equal to survive.

It will take the Chain Breaker.

Sin & Spirit (Demigods of San Francisco Book 4)

Author: K.F. Breene

The fourth book in the Amazon Charts Bestselling series by Wall Street Journal and USA Today bestselling author, K.F. Breene.

Kieran has stepped up to take his place as the ruler of magical San Francisco. As his girlfriend I'm in the spotlight, and the Hades Demigods have taken notice.

They want me on their team, and they don’t plan on asking nicely.

Kieran and I are both under fire. They will kill him to get to me, and they'll take me by force if necessary. It is essential I learn more of my magic.

With no other options, I do what scares me the most - I summon the last Spirit Walker to help train me. Except, he's a loose cannon with looser morals, and

learning spirit is treacherous. I might evade the Demigods only to be lost in spirit forever.

A Court of Wings and Ruin (A Court of Thorns and Roses Book 3)

Author: Sarah J. Maas

The epic third novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling Court of Thorns and Roses series by Sarah J. Maas.

Feyre has returned to the Spring Court, determined to gather information on Tamlin's actions and learn what she can about the invading king threatening to bring

her land to its knees. But to do so she must play a deadly game of deceit. One slip could bring doom not only for Feyre, but for everything-and everyone-she

holds dear.

As war bears down upon them all, Feyre endeavors to take her place amongst the High Fae of the land, balancing her struggle to master her powers-both

magical and political-and her love for her court and family. Amidst these struggles, Feyre and Rhysand must decide whom to trust amongst the cunning and lethal

High Lords, and hunt for allies in unexpected places.

In this thrilling third book in the #1 New York Times bestselling series from Sarah J. Maas, the fate of Feyre's world is at stake as armies grapple for power over

the one thing that could destroy it.

Dragon Marked (Supernatural Prison Book 1)

Author: Jaymin Eve

It's time for the dragon marked to rise... 

 

Jessa Lebron doesn’t have a lot to complain about. Her father is the alpha of their wolf pack, she lives in Stratford, a protected supernatural prison town, and her 

best friends, the Compass quads, are the strongest dudes of the four races: shifter, vampire, fey, and magic user. 

 

Yep, life is pretty much exactly how she wants it. Until the fateful day, just after her twenty-second birthday, when the mother who abandoned her, returns to the 

pack bearing secrets that change everything. 

 

The biggest secret of all: Jessa is dragon marked, a designation that places her in grave danger. 

 

For a thousand years, every supernatural child born with the mark was eliminated to prevent the rise of the dragon king, a fearsome ancient warmonger. In a bid



to learn more about her fate and how to avoid the hunters, Jessa finds herself locked in Vanguard, the notorious supernatural prison. Thankfully she’s not alone.

Braxton Compass, the most feared of the dragon shifters, is right there with her. Together they’ll have to survive long enough to free themselves and the other

dragon marked. 

 

Before the king rises. 

 

*Note from author: this story was previously published by Skyscape. There are no changes to this version.

Feral Blood (Bound to the Fae Book 2)

Author: Eva Chase

Twice I’ve been kidnapped by the fae.

First were the monsters who ripped me from everything I knew and threw me in a cage.

Next came the men who rescued me and offered me a safe haven.

But my saviors and my former captors have something in common. A decades-old curse holds all the Seelie fae in its grasp, turning them into savage, mindless

beasts with the rise of the full moon. Something in my blood cures that rage like nothing else they’ve found. To most of them, I’m nothing but a prize to be

claimed.

The fiercely passionate men who’ve taken me in would give me my freedom, but the ones who first stole me will stop at nothing to drag me back into their prison.

The already weakened pack that’s welcomed me may not survive a battle.

I didn’t expect to find love among the fae… but I can’t deny the feelings growing inside me. I didn’t mean to get mixed up in a war between them… but here I am.

When my newfound lovers leap into the fray to protect me, I won’t let them fight alone.

No matter what it costs me.

*Feral Blood is the second book in a new paranormal romance saga featuring possessive wolf shifters, fraught fae politics, and a wounded heroine coming into

her own.*

The Becoming: The Dragon Heart Legacy, Book 2

Author: Nora Roberts

#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts continues the captivating Dragon Heart Legacy trilogy with Book 2: The Becoming.

Iron Prince (Warformed: Stormweaver Book 1)

Author: Bryce O'Connor

Reidon Ward will become a god.

He doesn't know it yet, of course. Reidon was born weak, sickly and small. Afflicted with a painful disease and abandoned by his parents because of it, he has

had to fight tooth and nail for every minor advantage life has allowed him.

His perseverance has not gone unnoticed, however, and when the most powerful artificial intelligence in human history takes an interest in him, things began to

change quickly. Granted a CAD—a Combat Assistance Device—with awful specs but an infinite potential for growth, Reidon finds himself at the bottom of his

class at the Galens Institute, one of the top military academies in the Collective. Along with his best friend, Viviana Arada, Reidon will have to start his long climb

through the school rankings, and on to the combat tournament circuits that have become humanity's greatest source of excitement and entertainment.

So begins the rise of a god. So begins the ascent of the Stormweaver.

Infernal (The Shadow Guild: Hades & Persephone Book 1)

Author: Linsey Hall

Hades never saw me coming... 

 

Tuesday night in the library started out normal--alone with cheap beer and a murder mystery. Partying, librarian style. Until the god Hades appears. 

 

When he abducts me, I try to say he's got the wrong girl--I'm no goddess. At least, I don't think so.



 

Suddenly, I'm in his world, captive. The upside? I live in a castle with a lethally beautiful god who wants to make me a queen. The downside? He's scary AF and

also wants me to help him destroy the world. 

 

Obviously that gets a big 'no' from me. I'll do whatever it takes to escape, including seducing the god of death. But together, we're an inferno, and the heat is

impossible to resist. His touch fogs my mind, but I must succeed. Otherwise, everyone dies.

The City of Brass: A Novel (The Daevabad Trilogy)

Author: S. A. Chakraborty

NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Library Journal | Vulture | The Verge | SYFYWire

Step into The City of Brass, the spellbinding debut from S. A. Chakraborty perfect for fans of The Golem and the Jinni, The Grace of Kings, and

Uprooted, in which the future of a magical Middle Eastern kingdom rests in the hands of a clever and defiant young con artist with miraculous healing

gifts.

On the streets of eighteenth-century Cairo, Nahri is a con woman of unsurpassed skill. She makes her living swindling Ottoman nobles, hoping to one day earn

enough to change her fortunes. But when Nahri accidentally summons Dara, an equally sly, darkly mysterious djinn warrior, during one of her cons, she learns

that even the cleverest of schemes can have deadly consequences.

Forced to flee Cairo, Dara and Nahri journey together across hot, windswept sands teeming with creatures of fire and rivers where the mythical marid sleep, past

ruins of once-magnificent human metropolises and mountains where the circling birds of prey are more than what they seem, to Daevabad, the legendary city of

brass.

It’s a city steeped in magic and fire, where blood can be as dangerous as any spell; a city where old resentments run deep and the royal court rules with a

tenuous grip; a city to which Nahri is irrevocably bound—and where her very presence threatens to ignite a war that has been simmering for centuries.

*Finalist for the World Fantasy Award: Best Novel

*Nominated for the Locus Award: Best First Novel

*Finalist for the British Fantasy Award: Best Newcomer

Featuring a stepback and extra content including a bonus scene and an excerpt from The Kingdom of Copper.

Mana Beast (A Mage's Cultivation Book 2)

Author: Bruce Sentar

Isaac's story continues. He knows being a mage is more than just simple luck. His mother tipped the dice in his favor. But that's ended. Lucky can only carry you

so far.

Arriving at the Ferrymen Sect, he hopes to ignite a war between the corrupt mages and those sworn to defend to the average person. But he finds the world of

Sects more complex than he'd hoped.

In order to direct the sects into a war with the corrupt mages, Isaac must first overcome genius mages even more blessed than himself.

Join Isaac and his girls in their next adventure.

The Lord of the Rings: One Volume

Author: J.R.R. Tolkien

One Ring to rule them all, One Ring to find them, One Ring to bring them all and in the darkness bind them 

 

In ancient times the Rings of Power were crafted by the Elven-smiths, and Sauron, the Dark Lord, forged the One Ring, filling it with his own power so that he 

could rule all others. But the One Ring was taken from him, and though he sought it throughout Middle-earth, it remained lost to him. After many ages it fell by 

chance into the hands of the hobbit Bilbo Baggins. 

 

From Sauron's fastness in the Dark Tower of Mordor, his power spread far and wide. Sauron gathered all the Great Rings to him, but always he searched for the 

One Ring that would complete his dominion. 

 

When Bilbo reached his eleventy-first birthday he disappeared, bequeathing to his young cousin Frodo the Ruling Ring and a perilous quest: to journey across 

Middle-earth, deep into the shadow of the Dark Lord, and destroy the Ring by casting it into the Cracks of Doom. 

 

The Lord of the Rings tells of the great quest undertaken by Frodo and the Fellowship of the Ring: Gandalf the Wizard; the hobbits Merry, Pippin, and Sam; Gimli 

the Dwarf; Legolas the Elf; Boromir of Gondor; and a tall, mysterious stranger called Strider.



 

This new edition includes the fiftieth-anniversary fully corrected text setting and, for the first time, an extensive new index. 

 

J.R.R. Tolkien (1892-1973), beloved throughout the world as the creator of The Hobbit, The Lord of the Rings, and The Silmarillion, was a professor of

Anglo-Saxon at Oxford, a fellow of Pembroke College, and a fellow of Merton College until his retirement in 1959. His chief interest was the linguistic aspects of

the early English written tradition, but while he studied classic works of the past, he was creating a set of his own. 

Blue (For The Love of Purple Book 2)

Author: Audrey Faye

The only thing harder than stepping out of your comfort zone is trying to squeeze back inside it again.

Blue’s a builder. A content one, now that she’s found a town that respects her skills and it’s finally stopped raining.

Grim wasn’t expecting anyone to walk in the door of his studio, but he knows better than to ignore the clay when it starts whispering. He just wishes it had

something a little less mysterious to say about the woman with dusty boots and wary eyes.

Romance isn’t what either of them are looking for. But it might sneak up on them anyhow.

Wolf Forgotten: A Reverse Harem Shifter Romance (Arbor Falls Book 1)

Author: Maya Nicole

All I wanted was to find answers to who I was. 

No one knew who had abandoned the gray-eyed baby with fiery red hair and a cry loud enough to make a man's nuts retract.

I moved to Arbor Falls to find myself. Little did I know I'd be thrown into a world I didn't know existed. A world with wolves at each other's throats and enough pack

politics to make my head spin.

Then there's the fact that I have more than one mate. Not all of them accept me because there's one gigantic problem... I'm not what they expected.

Wolf Forgotten is book 1 in the Arbor Falls series and is a reverse harem wolf shifter romance told in multiple POVs. It contains MM, mature scenes, adult

language, and a cliffhanger.

Touched by Fire: Magic Wars (Demons of New Chicago Book 1)

Author: Kel Carpenter

For a decade, I’ve hated the supernaturals who owned my world. 

I hunted them. 

I killed them. 

 

And now, in the most grand twist of fate—I am bonded to one of them. 

 

Oh, the irony. 

 

Being a supernatural bounty hunter isn’t exactly a popular job. But after the magic wars, there aren’t many things a human can do that will put food on the table. 



Thankfully anything my right hook can’t handle, my guns can. 

 

Or so I thought. 

 

When a demon summoning runs awry, the being that comes into this world changes everything. 

 

I’m not sure if he’s truly a demon or a god, but one thing I do know is that he’s after me. I’d like to see him try. 

 

I’ve got a promise to fulfill, and I’m not backing down. 

 

The only way out of this is his death or mine, and I’ll do anything to survive. 

 

Even if that means making a deal with the devil. 

 

 

If you can’t get enough of books by Ella Summers, Annette Marie, Shannon Mayer, Deborah Wilde, K.F. Breene, Jeaniene Frost, Kelly St. Clare, and

Linsey Hall then dive right in to the dangerous depths of New Chicago. Beware of headstrong heroines with snark. These ladies don’t bark. They bite. 

 

Get your copy now!

Dragons Don't Eat Meat: A Paranormal Suspense Novel with a Touch of Romance (Valkyrie Bestiary Book 1)

Author: Kim McDougall

Someone is killing dragons. And the killings point to a civil war brewing among the fae.

When Kyra Greene finds an abandoned baby dragon, she doesn’t want to bring him home. But until she can hunt down his thunder and stop the dragon killers,

she’s on babysitting duty. As a pest controller with a soft heart, Kyra already has an apartment full of rescues, including a basilisk who thinks he’s a turkey, a

banshee nanny, and even a pygmy kraken. She might take care of them, but they also fill her need for family. And when that family is threatened, she’ll risk

everything to save them. She’ll even join forces with the handsome and irritating captain of the city’s vigilante Guardians, who never fails to show up at her most

undignified moments.

Along with a quirky cast of misfits and unruly critters, Kyra leaves the safety of Montreal Ward and travels through the dangerous Inbetween—the land beyond the

protected city states, where magic is the only rule of law. Can she reunite the lost dragon with his thunder and stop a new and sinister force from invading their

home? 

Dragons Don’t Eat Meat is the first book in the Valkyrie Bestiary paranormal suspense series. If you’re looking for a laugh-out-loud adventure, delightfully evil

critters, and a slow-burn romance, you’ll love this page-turning series by Kim McDougall.

Get Dragons Don’t Eat Meat today and ride along with Kyra Greene, pest controller of fantastic beasts.

The Fallen (Hades Castle Trilogy Book 1)

Author: C.N. Crawford

The angel of death wants me to be his wife.

Most days, I steal from ships to earn a living. Not glamorous, admittedly, but it's honest work. Okay, fine. It isn't honest either, but it means I get to eat.

Until one night, a sinfully sexy angel strides into my favorite dance hall and compels me to work for him. It isn't just work, though. He wants me to be his wife in

Castle Hades. Apparently, his prophetic dreams say I'll help him become king.

Beautiful as he is, he's also a lethal tyrant. And I could be in danger. Luckily, I know how to fight back, how to weaken an angel: I must seduce him.

Now, this is a battle, and he’s my beautiful enemy. We are fighting with weapons of desire, and we're both at risk of losing ourselves in this war.

"Such an amazing author, who writes worlds you want to crawl within and live! If you have not read this book, what are you waiting for? CN Crawford

knocked this out of the park, and gave the perfect escape for 2020!" --Amelia Hutchins

For readers of Laura Thalassa, Amelia Hutchins, Jennifer L. Armentrout, Linsey Hall, and Sarah J. Maas.

Midlife Magic: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Novel (Not Too Late Book 1)

Author: Victoria Danann



"Enthralled!"- Novel After Thoughts

"The best thing I've read in years." - the Paranormal Romantic

If you can imagine yourself as a romantic and adventurous woman in midlife, who's come into her power, ready to meet happy accidents head on, this

book is for you!

"This book hits all the notes."- Cynseer Booklover Blog

Amazon customers call this series...

"utter perfection"

"a breath of fresh air"

"too much fun"

"best in the genre"

and more.

FOR ALL THE EVERYDAY HEROINES OVER FORTY WHO KNOW IT'S NOT TOO LATE FOR MAGIC!

The day after my forty-third birthday, my husband announced he was trading me in. His words, not mine. The news was unwelcome at the time, but

honestly? I needed a good goosing to get up and find my way to the door.

So. I was freed from the manual of expectations authored by my ex that had, over the years, grown into an encyclopedia of what a wife "should" be

and do. The freedom was the good news. The flip side was less happy. Due to living in a state not friendly to discarded wives, I was also relieved of

the financial 'security' I'd spent a lifetime accruing.

Starting over? I didn't plan on it. Didn't see it coming. But pulling a sheet over my head and waiting for the end didn't seem like my style. Granted. I

wasn't sure what my style was because I hadn't thought about freedom of expression since I was twenty.

I'd never been a fan of optimistic adages like 'it's not too late', but that was before my life was divided into two parts; everything that came before the

mysterious package and everything after. Fate shot me with a lightning bolt of attitude adjustment and thrust me head first into an adventure that was

unforeseeable to say the least. If you'd told me what my life was going to be like, I would have used every synonym for crazy you've ever heard.

I 'inherited' a curious antique store in a tiny, picturesque English village where the world of fae magic lives side by side with the mundane. But that's

far from all. Eight times a year, I receive magical dignitaries and magical lowborn alike and mediate their disputes; some comical, some deadly

serious.

It may be too late for super shiny hair, going without a bra, or sleeping eight hours without a potty break. But it seems that it's not too late for

navigating magical politics, expatriating, romance, and saving the world.

Perfect for fans of K.F. Breene, Shannon Mayer, Elizabeth Hunter, Darynda Jones and Lucia Ashta.

Running from the Wolves (Wolfsbane Book 1)

Author: Lola Glass

Never run from an Alpha.

As the only werewolf immune to the curse forcing my kind to shift every night, I’m a bit of a hot commodity... and not in a good way. 

I went to New York thinking it would be the safest place to hide.

Wrong decision.

The city is home to one of the largest packs in the world. Its leader?

Tall, strong, sexy, and determined that I’m his.

When my scent starts driving unmated men insane, that giant, possessive beast who won’t leave me alone is the only one who can protect me.

One way or another, I'm totally screwed.



If you love books by Leia Stone, Jaymin Eve, or Kelly St Clare, you’ll devour RUNNING FROM THE WOLVES.

*This New Adult read is a full-length novel of 105,000 words, and is recommended for ages 17+ due to language and sexual content.

Fate Actually: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Novel (Moonstone Cove Book 2)

Author: Elizabeth Hunter

It’s paranormal women’s fiction for lovers of magic, mayhem, and a solid afternoon nap (when they can squeeze one in.)

Toni Dusi grew up knowing everyone’s business and everyone knowing hers, because in Moonstone Cove, you can’t pass a restaurant, farm, or winery that

doesn’t have at least one Dusi involved. Despite that, Toni has managed to carve out a private niche for herself. She has a car shop she loves, a country cottage

all to herself, and has carefully avoided any long-term romantic commitments.

Then fate handed Toni a shot of supernatural empathy that threw all that out the window of her prized vintage Ford.

Now she’s feeling the mood swings of everyone from her parts guy to her reluctant crush to her second cousin going through a messy divorce. She’s losing her

temper; she’s crying a river; and she’s definitely giving in to temptation.

For a woman who prides herself on always being prepared, Toni has no idea how to handle a supernatural storm of emotion.

Which is not to say empathy doesn’t have its advantages. When the body of a long-time family rival turns up on a back acre of her cousin’s winery, Toni realizes

that her inconvenient feelings magic has turned her into one heck of a lie detector. Along with her new friends, Katherine and Megan, she might be the only one

who can clear her cousin’s name.

When fate throws a final curveball in Toni’s direction, will she drop everything with disastrous consequences? Or can a forty-one-year-old empath learn enough

new tricks to keep the life she’s built without sacrificing her happiness?

Fate Actually is a paranormal women’s fiction novel and the second book in the Moonstone Cove series by USA Today bestselling author Elizabeth Hunter.

Of Goblins and Gold (Of Goblin Kings Book 1)

Author: Emma Hamm

To save her sister, she must beat a goblin at his own game...  

Freya knows the sound of goblin bells. She knows to move to the side of the road and let them pass. Never buy any of their wares. And above all else, never

make a deal with the monstrous beasts.  

But when her sister takes a necklace and is kidnapped, Freya knows there is no other choice. She must journey to the realm of the fae where the Goblin King

himself has stolen her sister. Once there, she must perform four tasks to save the only family she has left.  

The Goblin King won't make this easy, however. He always seems one step ahead of her. To defeat him, she'll have to put everything on the line.  

Even her heart.  

Fan of Sarah J. Maas and Ursula K. Le Guin will be left guessing at every turn!

Scroll up and one click to get tricked by the fae right alongside Freya in this Labyrinth-inspired fantasy today! 

Little Witches (Schooled In Magic Book 21)



Author: Christopher G. Nuttall

Laughter Academy is in trouble. The student witches are growing increasingly reckless, preying on the mundanes below the mountains as their tutors plot and

scheme to take advantage of the chaos. And no one seems to know why.

Emily is in no condition to intervene. But she cannot refuse. Heading to Laughter, Emily finds herself dragged into a world of schoolgirl games, staffroom politics

and a deadly plot aimed at the heart of the Allied Lands themselves...

Sinister Magic: An Urban Fantasy Dragon Series (Death Before Dragons Book 1)

Author: Lindsay Buroker

I’m Val Thorvald, and I’m an assassin.

When magical bad guys hurt people, I take care of them. Permanently.

This doesn’t make me popular with the rest of the magical community—as you can tell from the numerous break-ins and assassination attempts I’ve endured over

the years. But thanks to my half-elven blood, a powerful sword named Chopper, and a telepathic tiger with an attitude, I’ve always been able to handle my

problems with aplomb. Maybe some cursing and swearing, too, but definitely aplomb.

That changes when my boss is afflicted with a mysterious disease, a government agent starts investigating me, and a godforsaken dragon shows up in the middle

of my latest job.

I’ve taken down vampires, zombies, and ogres, but dragons are way, way more powerful. And it doesn’t look like this one is going to like me.

Worse than that, he wants to use his magic to compel me to do his bidding, as if I’m some weak-minded minion.

That’s not going to happen. I’d die before being some dragon’s slave.

But if I can’t figure out a way to avoid him, save my boss, and get rid of the government spook, I’m screwed. Or dead. Or screwed and dead. And that’s never

comfortable.

Pick up Sinister Magic today to see if I make it. Even if you don’t care about me, I promise the tiger is cool.

The Fellowship of the Ring: Being the First Part of The Lord of the Rings

Author: J.R.R. Tolkien

The first volume in J.R.R. Tolkien's epic adventure THE LORD OF THE RINGS One Ring to rule them all, One Ring to find them, One Ring to bring them all and

in the darkness bind them

In ancient times the Rings of Power were crafted by the Elven-smiths, and Sauron, the Dark Lord, forged the One Ring, filling it with his own power so that he

could rule all others. But the One Ring was taken from him, and though he sought it throughout Middle-earth, it remained lost to him. After many ages it fell into

the hands of Bilbo Baggins, as told in The Hobbit. In a sleepy village in the Shire, young Frodo Baggins finds himself faced with an immense task, as his elderly

cousin Bilbo entrusts the Ring to his care. Frodo must leave his home and make a perilous journey across Middle-earth to the Cracks of Doom, there to destroy

the Ring and foil the Dark Lord in his evil purpose.

“A unique, wholly realized other world, evoked from deep in the well of Time, massively detailed, absorbingly entertaining, profound in meaning.” – New York

Times

Don't Move

Author: James S. Murray

From the authors of the bestselling Awakened trilogy.

Megan Forrester has barely survived the unthinkable. Six months ago, she witnessed a horrific accident that killed her husband and son, and lives with the guilt of

knowing she could have done more to save them. Now, Megan hopes to mend the pieces of her broken spirit by attending a local church group’s annual camping

trip. But the church group members—riddled with dark secrets of their own—make a catastrophic navigational mistake, leaving them stranded in an untouched

canyon in the West Virginian national forest.

Isolated from any chance of help or rescue, Megan and the others quickly realize why this side of the canyon has never been surveyed by humankind: it’s home

to a terrifying prehistoric arachnid that patiently stalks its prey through even the slightest movement or vibration in the forest. And it’s desperate for a meal.



Grief-stricken and haunted by her tragic loss, Megan now faces her ultimate test of endurance. Can she outwit a bloodthirsty creature hellbent on ensuring that no

one gets out of alive? When a single wrong turn can mean death, she only has one option: DON’T MOVE.

Captured (The Shadow Guild: Hades & Persephone Book 3)

Author: Linsey Hall

The god of hell wants me to be his queen.

I’ve screwed up. Big time. A day ago, I mistakenly released the evil Titan Chronos onto the Earth. He’s spreading devastation in his pursuit of ultimate power, and

it’s all my fault.

The only way to stop him is to fulfil an ancient prophecy and unite with Hades. Problem is, Hades plans to rule in Chronos’ place, spreading the underworld to

earth. He wants me to rule by his side, a dark queen to his dark king.

As much as I want Hades—I might even be growing to love him—I can’t be part of something so terrible. Underneath Hades’ dark exterior, I know there is

goodness inside. My only hope is to convince him to turn to the light, because I’m afraid I can't live without him.
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